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Look out! 
Student group SMASH 
targets a topical bad guy. 
Section B 
Poor shooting hampers 
Panthers at Northern. 
Page 12A 
ing services removed from VP's control 
Specifically, Stanczak's recommendation 
suggested the department "be moved to 
another administrative unit." 
y, the planning services 
no longer report to the 
president of administra-
t will be under the pres-
It was a recommendation that came out of the Stanczak 
report. 
"It seemed the only appropriate office 
will be the president's," Rives said. "It is 
traditional for that office in many institu-
tions to come under the president's office." 
nt Stan Rives said the 
was made earlier this 
an investigation conduct-
gton attorney David 
Michelle Brazell 
spokeswoman, Board of Governors Planning services has been a part of Eastern 's administration and finance area 
since 1979. 
e Board of Governors, 
gbody. 
Stanczak presented his findings and rec-
ommendations from that investigation dur-
ing a closed executive session of the Jan. 
17 BOG meeting. 
ommendation in the Stanczak report." 
However, the BOG would comment no 
further than to confirm officials were aware 
of the action, but will wait for a full report 
from the university at the n'ext BOG meet-
ing. Stanczak has been inves-
s of hiring improprieties 
inistration and finance 
ich is headed by Verna 
Rives said the decision to move the plan-
ning services department under direct con-
trol of the president is a "reaction to a rec-
Other than to follow the recommenda-
tion, though, Rives declined to say exactly 
why the decision was made. "That's a 
tough question," he said. "The recommen-
dation was made and we considered it a 
good one." 
"We are aware of the action today," 
board spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said 
in a prepared statement. "It was a recom-
Continued on page 2A 
ut thirty gathered in front of Old Main Thursday night to show their support for friends and lo\'ed 
in the Persian Gulf Weekly l'igils are planned until the war is finished. See related story, page 3A. 
' 
Allies reclaim town; 
Iraq has woman POW 
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia 
(AP) - Allied fotces cascaded 
bombs on a 10-mile-long Iraqi 
armored column headed into 
Saudi Arabia and snatched back a 
Saudi town from defiant Iraqi 
tank troops Thursday, military 
sources said. 
B-52 bombers rained a 
firestorm of explosives on an 
Iraqi column said to be as long as 
l ,000-vehicles long, according to 
a pool report by the Southampton 
El'ening Echo, a British paper. 
The dull thumps of explosions 
were heard as A- I 0 tank buster 
planes and lethal Apache heli-
copters attacked the Iraqi 
invaders , said reporter Simon 
Clifford, with Britain's 4th 
Armoured Brigade near the bor-
der. 
His story quoted an intelligence 
report that at least 100 Iraqi tanks 
had been destroyed since 
Saddam's forces thrust across the 
border Tuesday night. 
At least 11 Marines have died 
• Groups plan weekend 
rallies. Page 3A 
• Bush calls for a day 
of prayer. 
Page 7A 
and a U.S. Special Operations 
plane with 14 aboard was shot 
down behind Iraqi lines, U.S. mil-
itary officials said. Two other 
Americans were missing. 
U.S. Marines have reported 
evidence of five or six Iraqi divi-
sions -' at least 60,000 soldiers -
massing near near the Kuwaiti 
town of Wafra, near the Saudi 
border. 
k History Month honors 'A Celebration of Heritage' 
's celebration of Black 
offers a cultural pot-
'vities and events that 
t attention to today's 
culture. 
was marked 71 years 
History Month to rec-
roots and heritage of a 
otherwise may have 
ed. 
's theme for the month 
tion of Heritage," and 
ory Month organizers 
a variety of events 
·11 provide all students 
mpling of the · Afro-
ritage. 
ve planned a variety of 
that should appeal to 
tastes and to all ages," 
etta Jones, director of 
· an studies and minori-
ty affairs. 
The month is structured to 
enhance cultural diversity at all lev-
els of the campus community. 
• Highlighting the month will be 
the appearance of actress Jacque-
line Wade in the one woman play, 
"Zora." The play begins at 7 p.m. 
Thursday in the Rathskellar of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. The play depicts the tragic 
side of an African American 
woman's struggle to be an artist 
and have a career as a writer. Wade, 
a Philadelphia resident, has 
appeared in several New York stage 
productions including "The Legend 
of Oedipus." 
• Donald Woods, an early oppo-
nent of the apartheid movement 
and the author of the book "Cry 
Freedom" will present the major 
motion picture "Cry Freedom: 
South Africa Revisited" at 8 p.m. 
Feb 25. in the University Union 
~GE 
Black History Month 1991 
Grand Ballroom. Admission for the 
event is $3 for the general public 
and $1 for Eastern students with a 
valid student ID. 
• Tony Burroughs, vice president 
of the Afro-American Genealogical 
and Historical Society of Chicago, 
will present a free genealogist 
workshop at 7 p.m. Feb. 18 in the 
Rathskeller. The workshop, "Trac-
ing Your Family Roots," is a teach-
- er at Chicago State University who 
has traced his own family roots 
back 200 years. 
• The Tarble Arts Center will 
• Continued on page 2A 
News sponsoring contest 
in conjunction with month 
'- -
By EVETTE PEARSON 
Activities editor 
If you're a poet, a master writer 
or just someone who dabbles with 
words. you can enter the Third 
Annual Black History Month 
Essay Contest sponsored by The 
Daily Eastern News. 
"We are trying to stress that 
anyone can enter this contest, and 
it is not exclusive to the minority 
community on campus," said Jeff 
Madsen, editor in chief of The 
Daily Eastern News. "We are urg-
ing everyone to join because 
Afro-American heritage is rele-
vant to everyone's heritage." 
The theme for the essay contest 
• Tarble event high-
lights black history. 
Page SA 
and Black History Month is "A 
Celebration of Heritage." All 
entries should depict the relevance 
of Afro-African heritage to mod-
ern society by explaining and 
commenting on traditions and val-
ues. 
The purpose of the contest is to 
promote the significance of Black 
History Month not just for the 
minority community, but for the 
entire university, Madsen said. 
"We already have more than 12 
• Continued on page 2A 
2A 
RHA to · hold 
lip sync, 
offer prizes 
By CHARLENE BURRIS 
5taff writer 
Planning services 
The "Do It Better Than Milli 
Vanilli RHA Lip Sync 1991" is 
>et for 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 20 in 
the Ratskeller of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
From page JA 
mendation that came out of the 
Stanczak report. The board 
anticipates the university's 
response to the report in late 
February will include informa-
tion about any action taken by 
the university in response to the 
report." 
Rives and Armstrong are 
scheduled to submit a report on 
the investigation and Stanczak's 
report at the 8:30 a.m. meeting 
Feb. 21 at Governors State 
University. 
As far as the response so far, 
though, Faculty Senate Chair 
David Carpenter said he believed 
it was a "very sensible recom-
mendation." 
The senate was briefed 
Tuesday behind closed doors on 
recent conversations among the 
senate's executive committee 
and BOG Chancellor Thomas 
Layzell and Stanczak. 
Senate questions and concerns 
mid-last semester were part of 
the impetus behind the BOG's 
investigation into allegations on 
several hirings, including that of 
Scott Walker, Armstrong's son. 
Walker was appointed in early 
October to a $32, 700 administra-
tive position under the direction 
of Kim Furomo, the director of 
planning services. 
Walker is one of 23 employees 
under the administration and 
finance jurisdiction whose hiring 
was investigated. 
The first recommendations to 
come out of the report e 
this month suggested "f 
review and appropriate a 
on the appointments of th 
ers, Physical Plant empl 
who work directly under 
director Vic Robeson. 
Physical Plant makes 
largest area of supervision 
Armstrong's post. 
Rives said no new de 
ments have taken place 
recommendation or any 
The event, sponsored by East-
~rn 's Residence Hall Assoc-
iation, is open to all students, 
md applications are available at 
any residence hall desk. A $1 
admission fee will be charged at 
the door. 
Jessika Jenkins., RHA chair for 
the event, said cash prizes will be 
awarded. She also added the top 
two winners will advance to per-
form at the Women's and Teen 
Expo on March 2. 
Black history News sponsoring 
In other business, Eastern 's 
National Residence Hall Hon-
orary (NRHH) organization 
hopes to begin its campus-wide 
residence hall recycling program 
sometime ne"xt week, said 
NRHH President Scott Fiorini. 
Money raised from the recy-
cling project will be put towards 
the Enochs Scholarship. Patrick 
Bradley, assistant director of 
housing and RHA faculty advis-
er, said the scholarship was 
started by RHA and NRHH in 
honor of Richard Enoch, a for-
mer associate director of hous-
ing. 
Bradley hopes the organization 
will make enough money through 
the recycling project to award two 
scholarships this year. 
Ryan Devlin, an RHA rep_re-
sentative from Thomas Hall, 
said that RHA and Student 
Senate are working together to 
improve the Gus Bus and its ser-
vice to students. The pick-up · 
times have been changed and 
the bus route may also be 
changed. 
""From page JA 
present an art collection by 
Paul Jones, an artist who 
throughout his career has pro-
duced art that draws upon the 
heritage of Afro- American cul-
ture and the rich tradition of 
western art. 
"All of his works were so 
good, it was hard to choose 
which works would be present-
ed in the Tarble Arts Center," 
said William Colvin, curator 
for the exhibit and professor in 
the Art department. 
• The National Pan-Hellenic 
Council will have a Black 
History Month Ribbon Day on 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
the University Union Walkway. 
• There will also be many 
lectures during the month, 
including "Chicago: Exper-
iment in Public Education," led 
by lecturer Thomas Murray, 
president of Chicago's 
Steinmetz High School Parents 
Council. A lecture and slide 
presentation by nationally rec-
ognized artist Sam Gilliam of 
Washington, D.C. and chil-
dren's printmaking workshop at 
2 p .m. in the Tarble Arts 
Center. 
• From page 1 A 
sponsors for the contest and the 
number grows daily," he said. 
"This may be our biggest year 
for sponsors." All students reg-
istered at Eastern, except those 
working at The Daily Eastern 
News or Student Publications, 
are eligible to participate in the 
contest. 
Entries can be submitted no 
later than 4 p.m. Feb. 8. Entries 
should be turned into The Daily 
Eastern News office in the 
North Gym of Buzzard 
Building. 
"There are three to four fac-
ulty and student jud 
will judge the contes 
the week of Feb. 
Madsen added. 
First, second and 
winners, and up to t 
able mentions 
annouced, and priz 
awarded prior to 
BlackEIU Pageanto 
In addition, the 
essays and photo 
authors will be publi 
editorial page of 
Eastern News duri 
week of February. 
~,,-: ~THLE. 
' ·~~p.· 
"" 
In honor of the upcoming hol-
iday, most residence halls are 
gearing up to sell flowers, candy 
and cards for Valentine's Day. 
*Preprinted sports wear only-all blank sports wear 30% off -exlcudes Desert Storm 1'1erchandi 
..... ,."' __ 
J.~~ We Deliver llAM-llPM 
345-2466 
Chicken Sandwich, Fries & Small Drink $299 
Fridays only 
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in the 
Grand Ballroom 
Admission $1 .oo1 
' . • ' • • • •Io •A 
rity enrollment 
by .2 percent 
'nority enrollment 
percent since last 
lodes a 4.5 percent 
oming freshmen .. 
the increase is a 
m Vice President 
Affairs Glenn 
es it is due to the 
Minority Adm-
am (MAP). MAP 
pmising incoming 
orities who do not 
scores or the grade 
to meet Eastern 's 
licy. 
tudents are on cam-
p program is also 
a retention program 
ority students on 
emphasis on minority concerns. 
The ultimate goal is to make stu-
dents feel comfortable." 
Of the total student body 
(10,726 students) on and off 
Eastern's campus, 4 .76 percent 
are black, .18 percent are 
American Indian/ Alaskan native, 
.60 percent are Asian/Pacific 
Islander and . 79 percent are 
Hispanic. 
Williams added recruitment 
takes place each year in order to 
increase minority enrollment. A 
special phone-a-thon is also held 
each spring. During the phone-a-
thon, minority students from var-
ious campus organizations are 
recruited to talk to potential 
minority students. 
With the slight increase in 
minority enrollment and with the 
new program available for 
minority students. Johnetta Jones 
of the Afro-American Studies 
Department said minority enroll-
ment is expected to remain stable 
next year. 
Friday, February 1, 1991 
Powers/am 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor 
.. 
' , •• . .. 3A 
War talk 
Weekly vigils and 
march scheduled 
to support troops 
By JILL BAUTER 
Staff writer 
A small, peaceful group gath-
ered Thursday night in front of 
Old Main to show their support 
of loved ones and others fight-
ing in the Persian Gulf. 
Roy Lanham of the Newman 
Catholic Center said the candles 
should symbolize light in "a 
world that has gone a little 
dark." 
Pray because that's 
all we can do right 
now. 
Carlotta Baharlou 
ercent of the stu-
till here, so I am 
said Admissions 
le Wolf. He added 
to be done to keep 
n campus once they 
d in the university. 
, we need a greater 
"I do not expect an increase 
for next fall, but it is still too 
early to tell," Jones added. 
Paul Taplin slams the hall against the back wall Thursday night during 
a break between racquetball games in Lant: Gym .. 
rd refuses to reconsider bar rulings A tearful Carlotta Baharlou, 
co-president of Eastern Illinois 
Students and Citizens 
Concerned About Peace, urged 
the group to "pray because 
that's all we can do right now." 
MBERS 
ois Liquor Control 
dealt another blow to 
Lanman's hard-line 
by denying a request 
ing on his Panther 
g, which was over-
the commission in 
commissioner, origi-
to revoke the liquor 
ther Lounge, 1421 S. 
, because of a fall 
police raid of that bar 
ted 68 arrests. One 
arrested for underage 
the rest were charged 
eentry. 
y Brian Bower could 
ached for comment 
, but he told The 
Times-Courier that the 
to appeal the decision to 
Judicial Circuit Court, 
that the state commis-
not have the power to 
ruling without proving 
's ruling was an abuse 
Jury clears bartender 
of serving 19-year-old 
A Coles County Circuit Court jury Thursday night found an E.L. 
Kracker's bartender innocent of selling alcohol to a minor. 
Mychelle D. Werling was one of 12 bartenders charged in a 
March 9, 1990, police operation in which a plainclothes ·officer 
accompanied a 19-year-old police source into 14 Charleston estab-
lishments. During the operation, the underage source entered the 
establishment and ordered a beer. 
Werling was the only bartender to plead innocent to the charge. 
S. John Muller, the attorney representing Werling, said the jury 
returned the innocent verdict at about 7 p.m. Thursday. Muller said 
the key to Werling's court victory was an entrapment plea. 
"He's wrong; we do have the 
power to modify the decision. The 
city is grabbing at straws to uphold 
a revocation," said James 
Adinamis, an attorney for the state 
commission. 
Under state statutes, the commis-
sion has the power to render a deci-
sion to uphold, reverse or modify 
the action of a local liquor commis-
sioner. 
Adinamis said the state commis-
sion handed down the stiffest 
- Staff report 
penalty in the situation that was 
short of revocation, which will be 
mandatory if Panther owner Dave 
Isbell commits another violation. 
But Adinamis said that Charleston 
residents aren't convinced, citing 
all the hate mail the state commis-
sion has received since the rulings. 
"Every one of them thought we 
advocate underage drinking. If it 
had been 68 underage drinkers in 
the bar, then we would have proba-
bly revoked," Adinamis said. 
"If Panther 's is that bad, they'll 
dig their own grave," Adinamis 
said. 
In a related case, the state com-
mission denied a rehearing of the 
E.L. Kracker's case, which was a 
10-day suspension modified by the 
commission from Lanman's origi-
nal ruling of 17 days. 
Kracker's, 1405 Fourth St., was 
cited for a March "sting" operation 
by Charleston police officers that 
found 11 of 14 Charleston bars 
willing to serve alcohol to a 19-
year-old "plant" used during the 
operation , including two bars 
owned by Isbell: Panther Lounge 
and H.H. Hootr's. Isbell is no 
longer affiliated with Hootr's. . 
Kracker's owner Ken Keating 
said Thursday he is appealing the -
case to the circuit court and will 
stay open pending the results of the 
appeal. 
Keating argued that other bars 
received seven-day suspensions 
and a 10-day suspension is unfair 
for Kracker's, which volunlarily 
closed its doors less than a week 
earlier following another violation. 
In addition, Keating is also pur-
suing a possible entrapment case. 
Three Eastern students read a 
list to the crowd, naming 
friends, relatives, students and 
Charleston residents currently 
liv.ing and fighting in the 
Persian Gulf. 
The list was compiled with the 
help of the Newman Catholic 
Center and will continue to 
grow, Lanham said. 
A candlelight vigil will be 
held at 6 p.m. every Thursday 
until the war is stopped, 
Baharlou said. 
Although the crowds have 
been relatively small, Lanham 
was hopeful support would 
grow. "It has to -start some-
where," he said. 
In addition to the weekly vig-
ils, a march has been planned 
for Saturday to show support for 
the troops and for peace. 
The group will meet at 11 a.m. 
at Kiehm Hall and march to the 
Coles County Courthouse. 
Gulf-related activities slated 
Two separate organizations have 
planned Persian Gulf War-related 
event s to begin on campus 
Saturday morning. 
The first, organized by Eastern 's 
chapter of Students Mobilized 
Against Saddam Hussein (SM-
ASH). will be a 10:30 a.m. flag-
raising ceremony on the South 
Quad. 
Group organizer John Ronna 
said the ceremony may feature 
remarks by state Rep. Mike 
Weaver, R-Charleston, and marks 
the six-month anniversary of the 
occupation of Kuwait. 
After Saturday, Ronna said, the 
flag will fly each day on the South 
Correction 
Quad. Ronna 's group is a pro-troop. 
anti-Hussein movement. 
Also that day. a march will begin 
about 11 a.m. from Kiehm Hall and 
continue down to the Coles County 
Courthouse on the Square. 
At the Courthouse, a rally featur-
ing faculty and student speakers 
will be held , said Antoinette 
Spinner, the secretary of the Eastern 
Illinois Students and Community 
Concerned About Peace. 
Spinner, who will be one of the 
student speakers, said she hopes to 
see at least a 100 or more students, 
faculty and other residents partici-
pate. 
- Staff report 
The reports to be filed by Eastern 's academic departments concerning 
nine- and IO-month pay contracts are not the result of a Faculty Senate 
fact-finding committee. The reports, mentioned in Thursday's edition of 
, The News, are not connected with the senate and no such senate committee 
'\vaf createC! at a Jan. 9 senate meeting. The News regrets me· error: . . ' 
,-' . 
o!~; Eastern News 
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page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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February marks 
true celebration 
of cultural roots 
Black History Month. 
It's a time for celebration of roots, heritage_ 
and culture. A time to rejoice in the reality 
and nature of being a black American. 
In the events marked for celebration and 
remembrance, one should not forget but 
reftect upon the past and base that experience 
on the future. 
The month was created so that not only 
black Americans, but all peoples from all 
countries could study, understand and cele-
brate the contributions and attempts to build a 
society where all are created equal. 
Since the designation of February as Black 
History Month 71 years Editorial ago, there have been 
many achievements and 
accomplishments, but none too great to make 
up for all that can be done anp should be done 
to achieve better equality and living conditions 
in the world. 
This month's theme; "A Celebration Of 
Heritage" is a perfect opportunity to learn 
more about culture. 
The month is not a time to simply experi-
ment with the ideas of cultural diversity, 
though it is a time to assimilate and accom-
plish, to at least reach for a better understand-
ing of cultural diversity and take part in this 
celebration of heritage. 
With such diverse groups in a vast ocean of 
people, some ideas, concepts and concerns 
may not be taken seriously - don't just stand 
around and accept this type of behavior. 
Opportunities are in front of you awaiting 
your grasping hands. 
The mistakes of the past should not be 
repeated in this day and time. The time is over 
for blacks to take a back seat on the bus of 
equality. 
Events like Black History Month, with its 
celebrations of heritage, and the third annual 
essay contest sponsored by The Daily Eastern 
News can provide students with more of an 
opportunity to express themselves. 
Even though Black History Month has not 
been celebrated for even half of the 75 years 
this newspaper has been in operation, it has, 
at least, provided an outlet for some Eastern 
students to manifest their existence. 
So, don't just make this a worldwide cele-
bration, bring the celebration home this month 
and all of the months to follow. 
• A good deed never goes 
:1 11.• ·/ unpunished. 
I 
Gore Vidal 
. . 
The time for patience has passed awa 
The Gulf war moves into its 
third week - a relatively short 
amount of time as far as wars 
go. 
Allied casualties have been 
very low as far as we know 
and if we ignore the deaths of 
Iraqi civilians and the massive 
bombings aimed at troops, the 
war Is going quite well - as far " 
as wars go. Mlk 
Bush's military has been e 
bombing Iraqi positions and Brown 
Baghdad continuously during -------
the last two weeks, with a minimum of lost planes. 
From a military standpoint, the war has been handled 
quite well. The Air Force established air control, dealt 
out massive air strikes: The administration has diplo-
matically held the allied coalition together. 
After the first week, we were warned against feel-
ings of euphoria. Apparently the administration knew 
if we became too euphoric, we would have a bigger 
fall when reality set In. The administration and the 
military knows a war can't be won solely from the air. 
Sooner or later, a ground war will be unavoidable, 
witnessed by Wednesday's action in the Gulf. We 
will move ever closer to reality. 
The American public knows this war isn't going to 
be short enough to please anyone. But for reasons 
that completely bewilder me, the war has been 
accepted by a large percentage of the population. 
Everybody supports the troops and wants them back 
safely. (How we can get them back safely while 
fighting a war is still a puzzle to me though.) 
The president has decided on war to solve the cri-
sis and many have backed him because he's the 
president. Bush also says this is a just war and that 
also Is being accepted. Now Bush wants the 
Your Turn 
American public to be patient and since we've 
told this may not be a quick war, the American 
will suck it in and probably be patient. since 
what the president wants. 
According the American Heritage Dictlo 
being patient means "enduring affliction with 
ness." We should watch the POWs on TV with 
ness. We should watch friends, husbands, 
and brothers move closer to the front line$ 
calmness. When a ground war breaks out, we 
watch them die with calmness. (Author 
Trumbo once wondered what good Is liberty 
you're dead.) Bush has decided to wage w 
with all Its terrible consequences, we should 
with calmness. 
We don't have much choice now. Bush 
clear he won't back down from the confll 
Kuwait Is "liberated." Hussein hasn't budged 
you want to count the withdrawing of som 
Air Force into Iran. We're pissed at Hussein. 
know he's wrong and if he starts using 
weapons we can't fly off the handle, we 
endure, right? With calmness. 
No matter what happens, we just ha 
patient, we are told. We can't help the 
Kuwait quickly, we have to be patient. We 
take care of Hussein first. Be patient, we are 
ed. However, the time for patience is act 
Bush has a lot of nerve asking us to be pa 
He passed up his opportunity in asking, 
ly so, for patience to solve this conflict. 
Patience was the key to the liberation 
Bush shouldn't ask for patience while he 
The president should have asked for patl 
he used sanctions and waged peace. 
- Mike Brown is a staff writer and a regulaJ. 
forThe Daily Eastern News. 
Thoughts on war 
from the student 
body president 
women in service over in the 
Persian Gulf. 
disagree with 
speak, but I will 
to say it until m 
Dear editor: 
With the critical situation in the 
Middle East upon us , I felt it 
would be appropriate to take 
some time and write a personal 
letter reminding all of us of some 
things to keep in mind at a time 
like this. You are hopefully all 
tuned into the seriousness of the 
situation and the only thing I ask 
is to take a few moments out of 
your busy day, if you have not 
been doing so already, to pray 
for and appreciate the men and 
I am sure there are many of 
you who either have a family 
member, Close friend o r loved 
one in the battle fields and now is 
the time they need your greatest 
thoughts and support. If you look 
at the te levision , newspapers , 
magazines, or just have your own 
opinion on the complex issue of 
war, I ask you to put them aside 
for awhile and give thanks to our 
great country and consti t ution . 
For it is because of this constitu -
tion that we are able to express 
those thoughts and opinions. A 
great quote from Voltaire should 
be remembered and lived at a 
Whether y 
Republican, I 
politically all 
the time to c 
would be am 
be accomplls 
students put 
prayers toge 
issue. A final 
stand , d ivide 
you for your 
ti on. 
time such as this'; it states, 'Tmay" - · · · · · · · · 
1, 1991 SA 
lution proposed to extend library hours 
needs. 
"Mary Kennedy and I have 
felt for a long time that the gen-
eral quality of the library has 
needed help," Pfeiffer said. "Last 
October we proposed some 
changes, and the result was four 
new ~opy machines." 
Administration-Finance offices 
and the library dean. 
The library is currently open 
Monday through Thursday from 
8 a.m. to 11 :45 p.m., Friday from 
8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m., Saturday 
from 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. and 
Sunday from l :30 p.m. to 11 :45 
p.m. Pfeiffer and Kennedy are the 
. only two student members on the 
Library Advisory Committee. 
The committee is made up of two 
student senate members, several 
faculty members from each col-
lege, a member from University 
Relations, a member of the 
Senate speaker Kristy Koch 
said the idea of the proposal was 
conceived through Eastern's 
grievance process. 
"Whenever we (the senate) 
have published grievance forms 
in the paper, one of the biggest 
rn juggling group hosts 
shop at McAfee Saturday 
o makes the rounds of modern day 
should find Saturday's on-campus 
aganza" all the go. 
a.m. on, McAfee Gym will be filled 
30 student and "professional" jug-
their expertise balancing bowling 
er cups and more, said Troy Rourke, 
stem's Juggling Club, the host orga-
welcome to watch the jugglers from 
ounding states offer workshops and 
and experienced jugglers. 
n show up whenever they want," 
f someone wants to come down dur-
wants to learn, they can." 
tion will continue throughout the day 
until 6 or 6:30 p.m., Rourke said. At 7:30 p.m. six or 
seven of the participants will provide a public show 
lasting about an hour in McAfee for a $1 admission 
price. 
In addition to the student performers, Rourke said 
professional juggler Paul Bachman of Chicago also 
will be on hand. "He owns one of the largest jug-
gling archives in the world," Rourke said. 
All of the participants, who Rourke said are 
among the best in the area, belong to the 
International Juggling Association. Eastern 's jug-
gling club has existed on campus for more than a 
year and is made up of students who enjoy juggling 
as a hobby or more. 
-Staff report 
rs group hosts academic contest-
th year in a row, Eastern 's Honors 
host a scholastic bowl tournament 
their high school counterparts from 
Is. 
timers. 
Englebright was one of several other Honors 
students and faculty who devised the more than 
275 questions intended to challenge the partici-
pants' prowess at a variety of topics. 
concerns always seems to be 
library hours and services," Koch 
said. 
The proposed resolution 
would extend weekend hours 
only. Proposed hours are Friday 
from 8 a.m. to 8:45 p.m., 
Saturday from l 0 a.m. to 11 :45 
p.m., and Sunday from l 0 a.m. to 
11:45 p.m . 
Booth Library is currently 
open a weekly total of 88 hours, 
45 minutes. 
In comparison to other Illinois 
universities' library hours, 
Eastern comes out the loser. 
Northern Illinois University's 
library is open a total of 25 
hours, 45 minutes more than 
Eastern - 14 hours, 45 minutes 
more on the weekend. 
In fact, the Ii braries at the 
University of Illinois in Cham-
paign-Urbana, Illinois State and 
Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale are all open longer 
than Booth Library. The average 
is nearly 15 more total hours 
including 11 more weekend 
hours. U of I is open 38 hours 
on the weekend, ISU for 41 
hours, and SIU-C for 31 hours. 
I begins at 9:30 a.m. Saturday in 
with remarks- from Glenn Williams, 
president for student affairs. 
rtion of a round-robin competition 
a.m. with the schools divided into 
s of four teams, said Andrea 
Englebright said the event encourages students '· 
to attend Eastern and to participate in the Honors 
Program. 
, an Honors student and one of two 
inators for the event. 
s that survive that round will go on to 
uizzing and, finally, to the champi-
consolation rounds, she said. 
titions will take up several second-
ooms and the Coleman Auditorium, 
Originally from nearby Paris, Englebright par-
ticipated in scholastic bowl when she was in high 
school. Tournaments, she said, offer insight into 
the schools hosting them. 
Paris, along with Charleston, Sullivan, 
Effingham and Taylorville, are among the schools 
that will participate. 
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff photographer 
Strike? 
A member of the Tass/es Mortar Board participates in a howl-a-thon 
- Staff report Thursday afternoon. The erent was held to raise money for the OJgani-
:ation, an honor society for seniors. 
Artist will discuss his craft Sunday 
By EVETTE PEARSON 
Activities editor 
Anyone interested in art, and 
what prompts an artist to create 
the type of work he does, should 
attend the Family Sampler 
Sunday to hear a lecture by 
nationally recognized artist Sam 
Gilliam. 
"He will discuss the types of 
things that makes him create, and 
if anyone is interested in knowing 
about the thoughts, politics and 
ideas of an artist, they should 
attend," said Donna Meeks, cura-
tor for the Tarble Arts Center. 
Gilliam. a native of Washing-
ton, D.C., will begin his lecture at 
2 p.m. Sunday in the Tarble Arts 
Gallery. 
First rising to prominence in 
the mid- I 960s as a leading color 
field painter with a solo exhibi-
tion at the Phillips Collection in 
1967, Gilliam's work is now held 
by more than 50 museums 
throughout the world. 
He created drip canvases at 
least 100 ft. long that he threw 
paint on and then hung from 
museum ceiling_s, Meeks said. 
"We wouldn't have a ceiling tall 
enough to fit any of those pieces 
of work." 
For children, a printmaking 
workshop will be offered to show 
them how to use an etching press. 
The children will draw a pic-
ture on a sheet of metal, which 
then will be etched with acid to 
create a print, Meeks said. 
The lecture is co-sponsored by 
Eastern 's art department, Minori-
ty Affairs and the Illinois Arts 
Council. 
Dinner, dance set for faculty and staff to mingle 
By TERESA JOHNSON 
Staff writer 
It may not be Dodge City, but 
the University Club will hold its· 
"Western Party and Casino Night" 
Saturday in the University 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
University retirees, current facul-
ty and staff members, non-members 
and guests are invited. The fee is $6 
for retired faculty/staff and non-
members/guests. There is no charge 
for University Club members. 
The event will kick off with a 
social hour and snacks at 6:30 p.m., 
followed by a "western style" din-
ner at 7 p.m. 
The casino opens at 7:30 p.m .. 
featuring Black Jack and Craps 
games with participants using play 
money. At the end of the evening, 
the players with the most play 
money will be awarded prizes 
donated from area businesses. 
Physical Plant Director Bob 
Hussey will be calling the square 
dance. 
"He is known to be the best 
square dance caller around," said 
t;ni~ersity Club President Charles 
Switzer. 
The University Club schedules 
spring events and has had a casino 
night earlier. A holiday din-
ner/dance took place in early 
December which the University 
Club planned. 
People attending are asked to 
wear "western" attire but that is not 
required. 
The event was coordinated by 
the board of the University Club 
and was organized with the inten-
tion to have a variety of activites for 
the faculty and staff and to give 
them an opportunity to socialize. 
,, 
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Arms reduction treaty on track 
WASHINGTON (AP) - After 
some Soviet backsliding, the 
drive to wrap up a strategic arms 
reduction treaty is on track 
again. But a handful of tough 
verification problems continue 
to defy compromise - and are 
making it difficult to pin down a 
date for a rescheduled super-
power summit in Moscow. 
Bush administration officials 
are breathing easier now that the 
recent talks in Washington with 
Soviet Foreign Minister 
Alexander A. Bessmertnykh 
prevented further unraveling of 
treaty issues near resolution 
only a few months ago. 
But they are feeling the 
impact of the more assertive 
role the Soviet military is taking 
in the arms control negotiations, 
as well as in the troubled Baltic 
republics. 
Mikhail S. Gorbachev's key 
military adviser, Marshal Sergei 
Akhromeyev, was not here for 
the three days of talks 
Bessmertnykh held with 
President Bush and Secretary of 
State James A. Baker III. That 
meant a loss of the moderating 
influence he had exercised on 
nuclear arms and other weapons 
issues in recent years. 
Hardliners in the Soviet mili-
tary are considered at least part-
ly responsible for the Kremlin's 
recent backtracking on the kinds 
of bombers that would be 
restricted under the START 
treaty, and on rules to guard 
against cheating on the accord. 
"We have seen a stready trend 
in the direction of the general 
staff being more assertive and 
pushing their positions in the 
negotiations," said a well-
placed U.S. official, speaking on 
condition of anonymity. 
The backsliding began shortly 
before Eduard A. Shevardnadze 
resigned as foreign minister last 
month. He said then that conser-
vatives were gaining the upper 
hand in the Soviet Union. 
Billiard Bar ® OPEN 
R t & t SttxEve1ydayl es auran 34S-STIX Sunday 12-1 
Q)@) 
Stix now delivers pizza ! 
(4-9 p.m. M-F S 12-2 & 4-9 Sat & Sun) 
-FRIDAY-
Lunch 11-1 :30 
1/4 Chicago Style Hot Dog, Pickle, Chips $2.25 
Dinner 4-8 
Lasagna & Garlic Bread $2.25 
Russians ask for suspension of military patrols 
Killian Red 20 oz. $1.90 
Stoli & Mixer $1.50 
-SATURDAY-
Killian Red 20 oz. $1.90 
Stoli & Mixer $1.50 
-SUNDAY-
MOSCOW (AP) - The Russian 
legislature voted Thursday to ask 
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to suspend 
what it called unconstitutional 
and potentially destabilizing 
plans to mount joint army and 
police patrols in Soviet cities as 
early as Friday. 
The effect of the vote was 
impossible to gauge in the 
increasingly tense Soviet politi-
cal atmosphere, but it reflected 
anxiety among Russia's federa-
tion president and other reform-
ers that hard-liners were prepar-
ing to take control. 
"Who knows what might hap-
pen in the next 24 hours?" feder-
ation president Boris N. Yeltsin 
said during debate on the resolu-
tion. 
The Russian legislature, on a 
130-13 vote, asked Gorbachev to 
suspend plans for the patrols 
SUBS 
~--~ 
FAST 
YOU'LL 
FREAK<ED 
JllVllVI~ 
JC>HNS 
CHARLESTON 
345-1075 
Copyright 1983 J.J . Inc.® 
Now Leasing 
PARKPLACB 
APARTMENTS 
(across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom 
Furnished Units 
• Free Trash & Parking 
·Central A.C. ·Laundry 
• Dishwashers • Balconies 
Apartments also on 12th St. 
Call Anytime 348-14 79 , 
For appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F 
while the issue was reviewed by 
the national Constitutional 
Surveillance Committee and con-
sidered by the elected govern-
ments of the 15 Soviet republics. 
The separatist government in 
the Baltic republic of Lithuania 
issued an appeal for calm if the 
patrols begin and urged people 
"not to succumb to provoca-
tions" by Soviet troops. 
Nine Ball Tournament 2:00 - $1 O entry fee 
Subby, pickle, chips $2.75 ($1 o 
Present this ad upon delivery for a Large 1 ingredient pizza 
FREE POOL 
for Ladies 
until 6:00 p.m. 
"A Splash of Class" 
FORD 
Attention 
E.I.U. FACULTY AND STUDE 
FOK A SPECIAL VALENTI 
4 BALLOON PACKAGE SPBCI 
$6.95 - $8.95 - $10.95 - $12.95 
OR 
CREATE YOUR OWN! 
GIFT IDEAS GALORE 
CANDIES • STUFFED ANIMALS • BALLOONS 
GREAT VARIETY OF VALENT 
From Red Hot to Sentimental and Sweet 
TOKENS FILM CENTER 
-- DOUBLE PRINTS 
-- EVERYDAY 
OVERNIGHT 
SERVICE 
LIMITED 
SUPPLIES 
•••••••••••• 
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-States and its allies since the 
war began, some of them by 
groups alleged to have sympa-
thies with the Iraqi cause. 
Department spokeswoman 
Margaret Tutwiler said that the 
leanings of all the terrorists 
were not known but that the 
government was "not trying to 
devalue at all the seriousness we 
take of Saddam Hussein's claim 
to strike terrorism around the 
world. 
"Nor are we in any stretch of 
the imagination letting any of 
our guard down," she said. She 
added that the government has 
not been able to draw a particu-
lar pattern to the terrorist inci-
dents. 
Only a few have resulted in 
injuries, she said. One death has 
been reported - a bank guard in 
Lebanon a week ago. 
Bush, addressing the annual 
National Prayer breakfast 
attended by political and diplo-
ma tic officials, asked that 
Americans observe Sunday as "a 
national day of prayer. 
"I encourage all people of 
faith to say a special prayer on 
that day - a prayer for peace, a 
prayer for the safety of our 
troops, a prayer for their fami-
lies, a prayer for the innocents 
caught up in this war and a 
prayer that God will continue to 
bless the United States of 
America," Bush·said. 
In celebration of tui·ning the _pig 3-0, Domino's Pizzafuc 
will deliver a medium pizza with your favorite topping 
for just 30¢, when you order a large Domino's Pizza at 
the regular price. So huny and get to a phone. Just ask! 
----r----12" PIZZA ·. 30 ¢ W1TH 30 . ~ 
PEPPERONI'S TOPPINGS 
0 NL Y $ 5 30 I 13uy any medium pizza at the regular 
I pnce, and get up to .3 meat or veg1 toppings for _30c each. 
),; I Ojfer Ill 3·~· 3.J:O })1(/s, - . J:o· 1-HB. .>. 
: . • ~!Ml- I 1991 ~ : . • ~!Ml--
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. I Valid at participating stores only. Not valid wrth any other offer. Pnces 
Prices may va_ry Customer pays sales tax where applicable. ma_y vary Customer pays .sales lax where applicable. Dehvery areas 
Oelwery areas hm1ted to ensure safe dnving. Our drivers carry less bmrted to ensure safe dnvmg. Our drivers _carry less than $20.00. 
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries Our drivers are not penalized 10< late defrvenes. 
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AT 
FRIDAY SATURDAY 
Sf rL-Ef f 01'T--·~v0Rv--1 
GRAND" : eek Show from Champaign I Songs by AC/DC, Van ~ 
alen, Guns & Roses, etc. o 
Featuring ~ Rock -N-Roll Show 
MALE LEAD SINGER! o 
----------------------------------- N Special Guest: • Warrant, etc. and originals 1 
Songs by Aerosmith, 
CQLQR BLIND": from their upcoming Album!: 
dmission $1 (8-1 Ow/coupon) I Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) I 
---------~----------..1 
1. Essays should reflect the theme of Black Histo1y Month 
1991, "A Celebration of Heritage." Essays should depict 
the relevance of African heritage to black American life 
today by explaining and commenting on traditions and 
values. 
2. Essays should be 500 words or less, typed and double-
spaced. 
3. All students registered at Eastern Illinois University, except 
those working at The Daily Eastern News or Student 
Publications, are eligible to participate in the contest. 
4. Entries must be submitted to The DaiZv Eastern News 
office in North Buzzard Gym, Buzzard building, no later 
than 4 p .111. Friday, Feb. 8. 
5. Judging will take place during the week of Feb. 11-15 by 
a panel of three faculty members and one student. Entrant 
names will be removed from the essays to ensure impar-
tiality. 
6. The judges will select first, second and third place .win-
ners;-a-nd up to tweJhonoi~ble n1@Rtions. 
7. Winners will be announced and prizes will be awarded 
prior to the Miss Black EIU Pageant on Saturday, Feb. 23. 
8. The top three essays and photos of the authors will be 
published in The Dai~)' Eastern News during the last week 
of February. The DaiZv Eastern News reserves the right to 
edit essays for space availability. 
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The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's 
incorrect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
Ali classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the 
following days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
Ail Advertising 
submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News is subject to 
approval and may be 
revised , rejected, or 
canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes 
necessary to omit an 
advertisement. 
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AAAAAAAAAAA 
"MY SECRETARY" Resumes, 
papers. Next to Monical's, 903 
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, other times by 
appointment. 345-1150. 
__________ 5/3 
Mini Storage available by the 
month. 348-7746. 
__________ .5/3 
Typing - laser printer. $1 per 
page. Same day service 
available. 258-6840. 
__ ca 1/11,18,25 2/1,8, 15F 
Battery & electrical tests. FREE 
installation. Battery Specialists 
1519 Madison Ave, Charleston 
345-VOLT. 
MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN 
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS 
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR 
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE 
CHILDREN. CONCEPTION TO BE 
BY ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION . 
PLEASE STATE YOUR FEE. 
CONTACT: NOEL P. KEANE, 
DIRECTOR , INFERTILITY 
CENTER OF NEW YORK, 14 E. 
60TH STREET, STE. 1240, NY, NY 
10022. 1-212-371-0811 MAY CALL 
COLLECT. ALL RESPONSES 
CONFIDENTIAL. 
________ ca2/1-15 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! 
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT 
HOME . CAI L FOR 
INFORMATION 504-641-8003 
EXT. 9202. 
--------~V1 
National Fundraising Program . 
Earn over $1000 for your 
Organization in 1 to 7 days!! No 
risk involved! Call 581-5892 leave 
message 
? /1 
l?ESEl?VATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! 
DAYTONA BEACH ,_Ifft• 
lNIGHTS 
SOUTH PADIE ISLAND ,_Ifft• 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
STEAMBOAT 
2, 5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
FOIT LAUDERDALE 
l NIGHTS 
PAffAMA CITY BEACH 
7 NIGHTS 
CDIPUS CHllSTI I 
MUSTANG ISLAND 
S AND 7 NIGHTS 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
5 AND 7 llllGHTS 
lrom'lliit 
,_.,J,. 
·~·"'·· 
CALL TOLL FREE TOll4Y 
1·800·321·5911 
The 
oany Eastern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: Students D Yes 0 No 
-------
Dates to run ____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:------- ------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days _____ --'Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: OCash 0 Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
JUNIORS! SUMMER 
INTERNSHIP - $3,000. Learn 
about a dynamic, growing 
profession and earn $3,000 tor an 
8-week internship. 20 positions 
available at selected Northern 
Illinois Public Libraries. For more 
information, contact your campus 
Career Planning/Development 
office , or write or call : Janet 
Dellaria, North Suburban Library 
System 200 W. Dundee Road , 
Wheeling, Illinois, 60090. (708) 
459-1300 x23 . Application 
deadline: March 1, 1991. 
---------~V1 
Several full time or part time 
positions available for 
dependable women to monitor 
safety and well-being of clients 
evening and nights. Must be at 
least 21 . (Students could study 
between monitoring activities) . 
Send letter expressing interest to: 
CEAD COUNCIL, HUMAN 
RESOURCES COORDINATOR, 
P.O. BOX 532 CHARLESTON, IL 
61920. 
ADOPTION: Happily married, 
financially secure couple, wish to 
adopt a white newborn. Will give 
lots of love and security. Legal 
and confidential. Call 618-462-
9144 or call collect: (708) 940-
9532: Carol and Robert 
HOUSE FOR NEXT YEAR: Near 
campus , four people needed. 
Phone 345-2416 
520 N. 19th • Mattoon 
258-8919 
~ ia.. . ~ -• .-·M~- . /¥#1/DiV ~MM,. 
sunnt)p~ 
1'llllOIMQCllCll'Ol011111a'Wtl 
~ SHU¥ _REMO 
APARTMENT RENTALS CALL 
348-7746. 
__________ 5/3 
Nice, close to campus, furnished 
houses tor 91-92 school year. 
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2 
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148 
evenings. 
__________ 5/3 
For Fall: 1 & 2 Bdrm apts., furn., 
trash and water inc. 1 O Mo lease. 
no pets. 345-5048. 
__________ V1 
Park Place II Apts. Available now 
SUBLET cheap. Spring 1991 or 
Summer 1991 . 708-257-7383. 
--~-------V1 
Subleaser wanted for 2 bedroom 
town house. New, clean , great 
roomie . Own room , pool. 345-
7859. 
---------~V1 
For Fall : 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
Mobile Home. Call Leland Hall 
Real Estate 345-7023. 
-----~----V6 
Room in modern home for no 
smoking , mature male: 
completely furnished , washer, 
dryer, dishwasher etc,. 345-1160 
or 345-2564 
_ ________ 1/31 
Harcourt 
Brace 
Jovanovich 
Publishing 
Company 
has several campus 
representative 
positions available 
on your campus. 
Duties include: 
•on-campus 
promotions, and 
• on-campu? 
postering: 
Junior business, 
accounting, 
pre-law and social 
science students 
please apply. 
Phone 
1-800-621-0498 
and ask for 
Jim Keenan. 
ACROSS 
1 Cringe 
28 Sammy Cahn is 48 Lesser 
7 Noted 
12 Private chapel 
13 Looked for food 
15 Concise 
16 Pizza spice 
b Penrod's dog 
18Whit 
20 Astringent 
21 Coarse person 
22 Ski-slope 
mound 
24Chemical 
compound 
25Firm 
26 " I smell --" 
27 Treats 
maliciously 
one 
30 Dawdled 
31 Lotion plant 
32 River in Poland . 
to Germans 
33 Deceives 
35 Less tight 
38 Preadults 
39 Mild oath 
40 -- de p lume 
42 Anatomical 
passages 
43 Chubby 
44 River in 
Portugal 
45 Plagiarize 
46 Indonesian 
island 
47 Spring period 
nob leman . in 
Spain 
50 Canada g oose 
53 Made into law 
54 In a silly way 
55 Glacial ridge 
56 Cheap and 
gaudy 
DOWN 
1 Soft hail 
2 Raffish 
3 North American 
Indian 
4 Ludwig --
Beethoven 
s Silkworm 
6 Roofed 
c hurchyard 
structures 
7 Ord . e.g . 
8 "You --
There" 
9 Periodicals 
10 A goal of the 
French 
Revolution 
11 Stripped 
12 - ·--- the hills 
13 Dolt 
14 Cathedral tops 
19 Baseball call 
22 "Marilyn" ~.;,;+~~ author's family 
23 Bean and 
Welles 
24 Excuse. 
sometimes 
Three and four bedroom houses 
and apartments. One block from 
campus. Call 345-6621. 
__________ 5/3 
Wanted: Two summer subleasers. 
On-campus furnished apartment. 
Immaculate! 348-8645. 
__________ V1 
3 Spring Subleasors. House, 1/5 
utilities, Rent negotiable, 112 
block from Campus. Own rooms. 
348-8256 
______ 1/28,30 V1 ,5,7 
TWO MONTHS FREE: 1 and 2 
bedrooms loft apts furnished tor 
2, 3, or 4 persons. Two blocks 
from Buzzard. 345-2784 
____ _ _____ V5 
Starting Fall 3 bedroom houses, 
1210 3rd street , 1806 11th 
street, 4 bedroom house 319 
Madison , 5 bedroom 
house /duplex 314 Polk 1 /2 
bedroom apts 415 Harrison . 
Call 348-5032 
---------~V8 
Nice one bedroom apartment, 
very near campus, range, retrig, 
drapes provided , no pets , 2 
people max, $325/mo. 345-4220 
or 581 -6236. 
2-3 students close to 
month lease . Call 
Services: 345-3100 
pm 
Female subieasor. 
ask about Cindys Apt. 
Now leasing 2 bedr 
apartments McArthur 
2231 
Responsible student 
apt. uptown own b 
and heat included $1 
345-3314 
FOR SUMMER 
BEDROOM FURNISH 
WITH DISHWASHER 
FROM OLD MAIN. 
LEO CLUB will have a meeting on Sun. Feb. 3 at 7:00 
St. Please bring your raffle tickets and money tor the ti 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR will have choir 
Feb. 2 at 3:00 in 013. All new people are welcome. 
UNIVERSITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have chu 
3:00 p.m. on Feb. 3 at the University Baptist Church 
welcome. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Pr 
Service on Sun. Feb. 3 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian 
Come early tor doughnuts, milk and juice. Call 345-
more info. 
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER - CAMPUS OUTREA 
Hotline Training Workshop on Feb. 2 from 9:00-12:00 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 914 Monroe St. All person 
volunteering to work with the hotline service welcome. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have the Light 
9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. The Lighthouse is a bar alternati 
and fun begin at 9:00 p.m . Look tor the flashing Ii 
Lawson Hall. Open every Friday night. 
EASTERN ILLINOIS COALITION FOR PEACE I 
EAST will have a march against the war on Feb. 2 at 1 
at Kiehm Hall. We will march uptown to the courthouse 
rally. Bring the troops home now! 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB will have a 4 o'clock social today 
Uptowner. New members welcome! Be there tor tree 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run tree of charge 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The D 
office by noon one business day before the date of the 
an event schedule tor Thursday should be submitted 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for F 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL 
No <;lips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is ill 
conflicting information will not be run. 
2 3 
15 
17 
21 
25 
42 
45 
48 
53 
55 
27 Goodbye 
29 Kind of hog 
30 Clumsy 
4 
33 Yellow variety 
of quartz 
34 Iroquois Indians 
36 Computer-
terminal wurker, 
eg 
37 In a blunt 
manner 
5 6 
38 Round French 
loaf 
39 Two-piano 
piece 
4t Crummy. in 
Chesh ire 
43 Trudge 
~----2/1 
Suede glove 
Tues . Jan. 28 
with Miller chain in 
nd please return to 
135. Reward offered 
asked. 
, WET, and WILD 
E in the sun at 
Kristi 345-6317. 
~----2127 
ING BREAK to have 
to worry. Go with 
For more information 
Padre. Call Matt or 
2 
ytona Beach, then go 
ence. We will make 
worry free. Call Sandy 
581-2533 
See a great MOCK TRIAL re an 
athlete and AIDS NEXT WED: 
Feb. 6, 7 pm Lib. Lee RM. 
Congrats to Kristin S.! I sure will 
miss ya this weekend! Sigma 
.love, Dorene. 
---------~211 
SUBS SO FAST YOU'LL FREAK! 
Copyright 1983 J.J. Inc. 
---------~211 
AMY RAPPAPORT Congrats on 
getting lavaliered to Alex! LOVE 
IN ALPHA GAM, MOM. 
_________ _,211 
Get on your sweetheart's good 
side - SAM Rose sale starts 
Monday Feb. 4 in LH and CH. 
---------~211 
Emily Williams, Thank you for 
patience, understanding, and 
guidance. We. have nothing but 
respect for you. You are the 
greatest. Alpha Garn love and 
ours the 1990 Pledge Class. 
Godfather - Dorks say what? 
Congrats and HAVE A GREAT 
WEEKEND. Love, Mel. 
__________ 211 
ISOSCELES, Congratulations on 
being congruent to Tangent Joe! 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! Tri 
Love! Sin, Acute , Obtuse, and 
Right Angles. 
_____ _____ .211 
Jenni Waller- Lord of Lincoln was 
a smash! You were a great M.C. 
Thanks! Lara T. 
Jeff Voltz, Congratulations, you 
are almost active! I am so proud 
of you, I know you will make a 
great active! I am your #1 fan! 
Jenny. 
---------~211 
PHI SIGS: The men of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon are behind you 100%. 
---------~211 
AMY PAUL - Congrats on 
activation. You look great in the 
crest! We'll have to get our family 
together and go out! Your A-Phi 
Mom, Barb. 
---------~211 
Scott Kirkman: Does she have 
your wrapped around her finger? 
That's okay! L.B. 
JOHNNY D. - Congratulations on 
your Delt activation tomorrow! 
Have a GREAT weekend! Love -
Heidi. 
---------~211 
JOHNNY D. - CONGRATS on 
DELT activation Sat. Hope you 
have a blast! Let's go out 
soon. Love your A-G sis, 
Gretchen. 
Missy Wagner - The Keystone 
Light Poolsharks rule the school 
in 1991! PIKE??(NOT!!) No myth, 
dude! Love, Lara. 
--------~211 
PHI SIGS: Don't forger - Wear 
those letters proudly and smile. 
Show that PHI SIG Spirit!! 
~---------2/1 
PHI SIGS : Congratu lations on 
winning the All Greek Basketball 
Game. PHI SIGMA SIGMA Spirit 
#1 . 
---------~2/ 1 
Hey PHI SIGS: Get psyched for a 
great Rush! ! We can do it!!! Love, 
George. 
__________ 2/1 
Coach Alexander, Happy belated 
birthday. We are looking forward 
to an exciting spring semester. 
The tennis team. 
__________ 2/1 
Jennifer Phillips - Keep up all 
your hard work. I'm still proud! 
Love, Mom! 
__________ 2/1 
Beth Caron - CONGRATULATIONS! 
You've made me a proud Grandma! 
AGO Love, Susie. 
__________ 2/1 
TO THE TAU PLEDGE CLASS 
OF DELTA TAU DELTA: GET 
PSYCHED FOR TOMORROW, 
WE ARE GOING TO HAVE A 
BLAST! LOVE, MONA. 
_________ _;2/1 
Jan Rhody, Your last home swim 
meet, make it the best, kick some 
butt! I'll be cheering you on . Your, 
Secret fish . 
__________ .2/1 
Gayla Hamilton - Pink and green 
looks great on you. Your sisters 
should be half as proud as I am 
of you! Congrats! Lara. 
__________ .2/1 
The credit/no credit list for 
the current term is now posted 
on the bulletin board outside 
Room 122 in Old Main. 
Students who have elected 
credit/no credit option may wish 
to verify that their requests are 
included on the list. 
Samuel J. Taber 
Dean, Student Academic 
Services 
STUDENT TEACHING 
DOWNSTATE FALL 1991 • 
ALL MAJORS 
Materials to request a 
student teaching assignment 
downstate during Fall 1991 will 
be available on February 8, 
1991. 
All Elementary, Jr. High and 
Special Education majors who 
wish to request an assignment 
must go to Room 223, Buzzard 
Education Building between 9 
a.m. and 3 p.m. 
All Secondary majors who 
wish to request an assignment 
must contact the coordinator in 
their academic area. 
Students planning to student 
teach in the Chicago Area must 
meet with Dr. Francis Summers 
in Room 210-G , Buzzard 
Education Building between 9 
a.m.-12 noon or 1 p.m.-3p.m. 
Placements in the Chicago 
Area are limited and will be 
made only in Elementary and 
Jr. High schools in selected 
districts. 
Francis Summers 
Director of S!udent Teaching 
;. 
ATTENTION 
PRE-BUSINESS 
STUDENTS 
Students who have completed 
42 semester hours AND three of 
the following courses-Ace 
2100, ACC 2150, BED 2510 OR 
COM 2175 , MGT 2750, COM 
2810 - with a grade of C or 
better may now apply for 
admission to the Lumpkin 
College of Business (Lumpkin 
Hall 112) for Summer or Fall 
Semester, 1991 . In order to pre-
enroll in upper-division business 
classes, admission to the 
Lumpkin College of Business is 
required . Deadline for making 
application is 4:30 p.m. on 
February 15, 1991. 
T.W. lvarie 
Dean, Lumpkin College of 
Business 
STUDENT TEACHING 
CHICAGO AREA· FALL 1991 
(ELEMENTARY/JR. 
HIGH/SPECIAL ED. MAJORS) 
All students planning to 
Student Teach in the Chicago 
Suburban Area during Fall 
1991 semester must pick up 
assignment request materials 
on FEbruary 8, 1991 in room 
210 Buzzard. Times are from 
9:00 - 12:00 and 1 :00 - 3:00. 
You must meet with Dr. 
Summers. At least one copy of 
your official transcript must be 
presented . The completed 
packet should be forwarded as 
per instructions and post-
marked NO LATER THAN 
FRIDAY, February 15, 1991. 
PLACEMENTS ARE 
LIMITED . Assignments are 
made only in selected school 
districts and only in Elementary 
and Jr. High School. 
NOTE: You must be admitted to 
Teacher Education before you 
can student teach. 
Francis Summers 
Director Student Teaching 
SPRING 1991 
COMMENCEMENT 
Spring 1991 Commence-
ment ceremonies will be held at 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m., Saturday, 
May 11 , in the Library/Union 
Calvin and Hobbes 
nDE QIJGl-\1 n> Sc t-.. 
Lt>.'t-l t>.G~\!llS\ 1-l~~\NG S:.\.leol... 
01'\ 'i)A_'(S ~\.lt~ 
li4£RES· EN.OOQ.\ 
s~ it> Pt.A'I 
11'-l . 
Doonesbury 
OF COURSE, l \X:>t-lT 1"1l-lK 
WE.Rt. S\.\()IJL\) & 5(µ00L 
I~ Tut. F~lL E ITl-IE'K. ... Af.IC 
S\J\'<\M'C.R'S G\ff Al-REM>'< .... 
Al-\Q \\.\£!{ 1\1.(Rt'S S?l2.ING .. 
I 
He JUST lfTTAa<WMe!AllTH-
wr IAJARNIN6 ON TH& '5TT?Ce"r 
WfTH A IAJATtR. Pl'!iTOl.' I CAUW 
A aJP, BUT 7H/3 CJ?i£P 
DISAPP8tlREIJ.' -....___ 
Quaqrangle (in case of rain, 
Lantz Gymnasium). 
It has been determined that 
the morning ceremony will 
include: School of Adult and 
Continuing Education (BOG/BA 
Degree), College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences, College of 
Education. The afternoon 
ceremony will include: 
Graduate School, and the 
Colleges of Applied Sciences, 
Business, Fine Arts, and 
Health , Physical Education, 
Recreation (HPER). 
Instructions and information 
to mail-order regalia will go out 
in late March to permanent 
addresses of students eligible 
to participate . Therefore, 
student teachers and other off-
campus students need not be 
concerned about receiving 
materials. All eligible students 
should be sure their permanent 
address is correct in the 
Housing Office. Please watch 
for future information and 
announcements in these 
Official Notices. 
Daniel E. Thornburgh 
Director, University Relations 
Commencement Director 
ADMISSION TO TEACHER 
EDUCATION 
Students must formally apply 
for admission to Teacher 
Education at a meeting 
scheduled each semester by the 
College of Education. At this 
meeting, application forms are 
distributed and the rules and 
regulations pertaining to 
admission to and retention in 
Teacher Education are explained. 
Students who are now 
entering a teacher preparation 
program should attend one of 
the following meetings to apply 
for admission to Teacher 
Education: Tuesday, February 
5, 1991 , Coleman Auditorium, 
l G~t.55 l'O 
Ge iC 5<:.\.\00L 
t>.. DM IN. 
~Cl'4£.t'iet.R. 
AA t> ~ DA'( 
ll'l MARC.\.\ . 
Start your February off right! 
Advertise in 
The Daily Eastern News! 
R.. I 9 
4-5 p.m . OR Wednesday, 
February 6, 1991, Buzzard 
Auditorium, 4-5 p.m. 
You must be admitted to 
Teacher Education 10 weeks 
prior. to the semester in which 
you plan to ~ent Teach. The 
next opportutllty to apply for 
admission to Teacheq will be 
Summer Semester, 1991 . 
Francis Summers 
Director of Clinical Experiences 
SPRING REFUND 
DEADLINE 
The last day to WITHDRAW 
FROM THE UNIVERSITY and 
receive a 50% refund is 
Wednesday, February 6, 3:00 
p.m. ; 50% of all tuition and fees 
paid - except insurance - will 
be refunded. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
SUMMER/FALL 
REGISTRATION 
Students assigned to the 
Academic Assistance Center 
must make an appointment to 
register for the Summer and/or 
Fall Term. Students assigned to 
the Center are all beginning 
freshmen , pre-business majors 
and students who have not 
declared or met admission 
requirements to their selected 
majors. The appointment must 
be made in person . Phone 
Calls For Appointment Dates 
Will Not Be Accepted . The 
Assistance Center is located in 
Blair Hall, Room #1.00. _ 
Appointments may be made 
starting at 0800 on Wednesday, 
February 6. Registration for the 
Summer and/or Fall Term will 
then begin on Wednesday, 
February 13. 
C.B. Campbell 
Director, Academic Assistance 
by Bill Watterson 
B'i SEC.~D Gl(M)£, '(OO'O B£ 
PAC'i:'..ING iO\JR L\JNC\1 l30X 
'N In.\ 00-H\ll<E: CLEA\'l£RS. 
f>..\ll\) \3HcR£ I 
Q:)T Th U-\IR.t> 
GAAi:>~ I I 
WlD REW~.£ . 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
10A Friday, February 1, 1991 
Men's track squad to Illini Classic 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's men's track team 
will be traveling to Champaign 
this weekend to participate in 
the annual Illini Classic. 
The invitational is a scored 
meet that will inc 1 ude teams 
such as North Central, Mar-
quette, Parkland, Illinois State 
and Purdue. 
The meet will begin at 11 
a.m. with the field events and 
the running events are scheduled 
to start at 12:40 p.m. 
Head coach Neil Moore says 
he will not be overly concerned 
Yes! 
*Contacts 
*Glasses 
or BOTH! 
Same Day 
Service 
In Most Cases 
( CR-39 lenses) 
Free 
Soft Contacts* 
Buy a pair of colored or clear 
soft contacts with exam and 
get a pair of our standard 
soft contacts free . 
THROW AWAY 
YOUR CONTACTS? 
YES YOU CAN! 
Ask about Disposable Contact 
Lenses, the end of con tact lens 
drudgery. 
Offers expire Sat. Feb. 9, "91 
Eyes examined by licemed optometrist. 
about the scored outcome, but 
he will be evaluating his team 
for the upcoming conference 
meet. 
"The conference meet is what 
we're really working for this 
season," said Moore. "This will 
be a good meet for us though, 
and I hope we have a good 
showing. We ' ll just take the 
points as they come, but I'm not 
so concerned with the score. 
"We're still evaluating our 
people to try and put together 
the best lineup that we can for 
the conference meet, since we 
are limited to enter only 28 peo-
pl e . The meet this weekend is 
restricting as well because we 
are allowed three people per 
event." 
Coach Moore will be looking 
for strong performances from 
Nevin Govan in the long, triple 
and high jump events and the 
ever-improving national qualifi-
er Braidy Miller in the throwing 
events. 
Also Dan steele will be look-
ing for some good competition 
in the 800 meters as well as 
Scott Touchette in the 5,000 
meters. 
The Panther's next big invite 
will be the Pepsi Invitational 
held in Lantz Fieldhouse. 
Friday & Saturday 
Specials 
Super Draft 
Sloe Gin Fizz 
NEW SHOOTER BAR! 
Swim teams to conclude 
home portion of season 
$1 Shots & Slammers 
Saturd 
s 
H 
A 
D 
0 
0 
B 
E 
E 
By DON FISHER 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's men 's and women 's 
swim teams round out their sea-
son's home schedule at I p.m. 
Saturday, when they host UIC. 
"They've got some talented peo-
ple," Eastern head coach Ray 
Padovan said of UIC's women's 
squad. "They don't have quite as 
many numbers as we do, but they 
have mor-;: than enough numbers to 
be a formidable team." 
The Lady Panthers will be going 
into this meet as the underdogs and 
won't gain much from their overall 
depth. 
But it won't be an automatic 
loss. Padovan added that "if a few 
things go our way and they don't 
swim as well as they have earlier in 
the year, w~ could keep them hon-
est and have a close meet." 
Free Lenses with 
Frame Purchase 
-
CR-39 lenses in our normal 
power ran~e. Our standard 
bifocals just $25 llXlrc. 
Designer Frames 
In-Stock 
Choose famous names such 
as Gucci, Tura, Carcrra, 
Nino Balli, Christian Dior, 
Dianne Von Furstenburg, 
Versailles, Walt Disney, 
Sofia Loren, Garfield, 
Safilo, BerDel, Swank, 
Luxottica, Halston and 
manv more. 
904 E. Lincoln, Charleston, IL 
345-5100 
Cross County Mall, Mattoon 
235-1100 
It will be tough for the men's 
team to compete with UIC because 
of the Panthers· depleted lineup. 
"They're a good team. They ' re 
not good in numbers, but they have 
some real good individuals," 
Padovan said. "They have some of 
the top swimmers in our confer-
ence." 
The diving competition will be 
close and a win would certainly 
help matters for Eastern. UIC has 
two men divers and one woman, 
whereas Eastern has three women 
and one man. 
HAVE A HEART 
.. Send That Special Frien 
"Unless we can win the (diving) 
event, we only break even with 
them because first (place) is the 
same point total as second, third 
and fourth combined," Padovan 
said. "So to _really make an advan-
tage, you .have to win the !!Vent. 
Then you can make some point 
spreads." -
A Valentine's Day Pers 
In The Daily Eastern 
••••••• 
••••••• 
' • Sigina 
Kappa 
Congratulations to the Sigma 
Kappas who achieved 
academic excellence for the 
fall 1990 semester 
Jennifer Birchler 
Nicole Bryant 
Kim Bosecker 
Crystal Crum 
3.5 & Above 
Lisa Freemantle 
Carmin Haskett 
Jean Hudson 
Shannon Kennerly 
Missy Graff 
Evelyn Alida 
Angie Anthony 
Tracy Bierman 
Heather Brenegan 
Trish Brian 
Tracy Cohen 
Kim Corr 
Molly Cullen 
Tama Drisi 
Kim flower 
Chris Gabel 
Sara Imhoff 
Jacquelyn lorii 
3.0 & Above 
Carmen Joyce 
Karen Kelm 
Carrie Krieger 
Deana Laudick 
Lisa Longf el/ow 
Gina Maggio 
Kerri Mason 
Sharon Olds 
Michell Osesek 
Leah Richardson 
Linda Schmitz 
Debbie Turner 
Colleen Gensler 
Lesley Myrvold 
Jodi l\Jenn 
Jodi Knott 
Julianne LaGrow 
Allison Reardon 
Lynn Stritar 
Lisa Madsen 
Cara Wasilewski 
Heather Watson 
Julie Bartell 
Amy Crooks 
Jennifer Cunnin 
Jennifer Runyon 
Melissa DeNovell/s 
Jennifer Francisco 
Jennifer Hellrung 
Natalie Mesmard 
Beth Richards 
Tricia Shuck 
Laurie Vincent 
Conarats Sig Kaps! 
# .l \,..10 __ ,Gr.ade 
\ , a " 
Friday, February l, 1991 t tA 
en's track squad to visit SIU 
Eastern will be led by sprint-
ing sensation Donna Levy, who 
shattered both Eastern and Lantz 
Fieldhouse records in the 55-
meter dash in the EIU Lady 
Panther Invitational last Sat-
urday. 
55-meter hurdles, is extremely 
versatile and is a key ingredient 
in the Lady Panther attack. 
Saverson and Tara Mayner. 
essive second-
ring last week-
et still fresh In 
Middle distance ace Ti Jaye 
Rhudy has been nursing a knee 
injury but is starting to progress 
more with her running. 
Saverson is ranked second in 
the Gateway Conference in the 
long jump and, as Craft reported, 
"she's been jumping quite well." 
Coach John Craft said that 
while Levy is still short of the 
national qualifying mark, the 
NCAA meet is not out of the 
picture. 
"She's been running pretty 
good lately," Craft said. "Her 
knee has been a bit of a setback 
but she's coming along." Rhudy 
placed second in the mile iast 
weekend despite her injury. 
Mayner cleared 5-7 1/4 last 
weekend, which ranks her in the 
top five in the Gateway stand-
ings in the high jump. 
Distance standout Aislann 
Willey, pentathlete Kala Scott 
and 800-meter specialist Tracy 
Hoffman bolster the Lady 
Panther lineup and will also 
play key roles 'in the squad's 
overall performance. 
"Who knows?," Craft said. 
"She's off to such a good start." The Lady Panthers will also 
be counting on strong perfor-
mances from jumpers Esta 
Levy, who won the 200-meter 
dash Saturday and excels in the 
rs trade Jackson to Dolphins 
) - Former first-round draft 
row's disappointing career 
· Dolphins ended Thursday 
him to the Chicago Bears 
Vestee Jackson. 
who spent three unproduc-
in Miami at defensive end 
r, made just one tackle in 
ly a fresh start," Kumerow 
e his parents' home in Oak 
py to be home with family 
d ready to play good foot-
five-year veteran, has been a 
t of his career but rode the 
until injuries hit the Bears' 
way through the season. 
the trade as good news. 
e to play for another team, I 
unate." Jackson said. 'Tm 
some consistency and bring 
Miami." 
on Shula 's selection of 
th the 16th pick of the 1988 
urprise at the time and has 
been second-guessed by the Miami media 
and fans ever since. 
"We didn't get the productivity that we 
wanted," Shula admitted. 
Kumerow was the most recent in a series 
of first-round flops for the Dolphins. Others 
included linebacker Jackie Shipp ( 1984 ), run-
ning back Lorenzo Hampton (1985) and 
defensive end John Bosa ( 1987). 
Shula said he had intended to protect 
Kumerow when Miami's Plan B list was 
released Friday. 
The coach said he made the trade in 
part because Dolphins cornerback Tim 
McKyer is a limited free agent, which 
means he could be signed by another 
team willing to compensate Miami with 
draft choices. 
Kumerow, a defensive end at Ohio State, 
was shuttled between the line and lineback-
er by the Dolphins and never won a starting 
job. 
"It was tough in Miami," he ~aid. "It 
starts wearing on you. I thought maybe I 
wasn't cut out for the their scheme ... I was 
about 260 pounds and I was·asked to cover 
,,. 
backs, and I was struggling." 
Shula said Kumerow might be more 
effective in the Bears' 4-3 defense than he 
was in the Dolphins' 3-4 scheme. 
"We really have not played him in that 
position where he was so productive in col-
lege," Shula said. 
The Bears were in need of defensive 
linemen following the death of Fred 
Washington in a car crash last month and 
the retirement of 12-year veteran Dan 
Hampton. The teams began to talk about a 
trade involving Kumerow two weeks ago. 
"The package was a fit; they needed a 
cornerback and we needed a defensive line-
man," Bears defensive coordinator Vince 
Tobin said. "I think Vestee will be a con-
tributor in Miami just as Eric will do the 
same here in Chicago." 
Jackson, a second-round draft pick in 
1986. has 15 career interceptions and 247 
tackles. But he has been a frequent target 
of quarterbacks. 
"He ·s a good cornerback.'' Shula said. 
"He's been a starter and played a lot of 
football rn the NFL, and he's healthy." 
's tennis squad opens spring slate 
men's tennis team will open 
son against Bradley Univer-
. Friday in the neutral setting 
ers finished the fall season 
record, losing to conference 
, Indianapolis and Bradley. 
an slate, and under the leader-
h John Bennett, the Panthers 
ing their first spring victory 
services of their No. l singles 
r is out for the season while 
from reconstructive knee 
UAL ROOMS 
arry The Key" 
x & Dons Warehouse 
harleston, Illinois 61920 
surgery. 
Senior Mike Patrick will step in to head 
the Panther lineup at the No. 1 singles 
position. 
"We are anxious and ready to play," 
Patrick said. 
At No. 2 singles will be junior Brad 
Iftner. Newcomer Jeff Streu! will be at the 
No. 3 position. 
"It's been a while since we've played in 
a match situation, but we all have good 
attitudes about our games," Streul said. 
The rest of Eastern 's lineup will include 
Dan Beres at No. 4 singles; freshman Paul 
Cook at No. 5 singles; and Dave Maz-
manian at No. 6 singles. 
Beres and Iftner will then pair together 
to play as Eastern 's No. 1 doubles team. 
Patrick will sit out for doubles, while 
freshman Kurt Polk pairs with Cook as the 
No. 2 doubles team and Streu! and 
Mazmanian will play at the Panthers' No. 
3 position. · 
Eastern will next play during the week-
end of Feb. 22-23 at Principia against 
University of Missouri at St. Louis. 
- Staff report 
one 345-3334 
hone 345-5850 
SON-OWNER Stockade Burger, Fries & Drink 
801 W. Lincoln 
Charleston · 
s222 
Every Sunday 
from 5:00 p.m. 
to close. 
Siii.am S'ftlCIUloK. 
Oltllllillllia_ ......... 
Esta Saverson 
Thomas 
• From page l 2A 
threat, Rod McKinnis, into foul trouble, hit 
some key baskets to keep the game out of 
reach from the Panthers. 
Eastern cut Northern 's lead to 32-30 
with 13:26 remaining, before Thomas hit a 
dazzling, one-handed jump hook from the 
right baseline to send Northern on a 15-3 
run. 
Thomas then made two of his four steals 
during successive trips down the court by 
Eastern. 
Thomas said the Huskies' defense is 
their trademark and the referees were let-
ting the teams play Thursday night. 
"We're striving to be the best defensive 
team that we can be," Thomas said. 
"Eastern is a physical ball team, but the 
referees were letting us play ... 
Thomas noted the importance of keeping 
sole possession of f'irst place in the Mid-
Continent Conference. 
'They have been '.Jlaying well lately, but 
we wore them do\Vn," Thomas said. "We 
got a few easy shots at the end of the game 
and some offensive rebounds. 
"It was just a good effort by our team." 
Eastern (47) 
Jones 3-11 0-0 8, Rowe 3-14 4-4 10, Martin 1-1 
0-0 2, Johnson 4-14 6-8 14, West 0-1 0-0 0, 
McKinnis 4-6 0-0 8, Olsen 1-3 2-2 5, Kelley 0-1 
0-0 0, Nicholson 0-0 0-0 0, Leib 0-0 0-0 0. 
Totals 16-51 12-14 47. 
Northern Illinois (59) 
Whiteside 3-7 2-2 9, Molis 3-7 2-2 9, Arrington 1-
2 0-0 2, Wells 2-5 4-5 8, Lipnisky 0-2 3-4 3, 
Hidden 1-4 2-4 4, Harmon 2-5 4-4 8, Thomas 4-9 
8-11 16, Fens 0-2 0-0 O 
Totals 16-43 25-32 59 
Halftime: N. Illinois 27, Eastern 21. 3-point goals: 
Eastern 3-11 (Jones 2-5, Rowe 0-3, Johnson 0-1 , 
Olsen 1-2), N. Il linois 2-8 (Whiteside 1-3, Molis 1-
4, Hidden 0-1). Fouled Out: McKinnis, Lipnisky. 
Rebounds: Eastern 29 (Johnson 8), N. Illinois 36 
(Wells 13). Assists: Eastern 6 (Rowe 4), N. 
Illinois 7 (Molis, Lipnisky, Harmon 2). 
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Panthers fall short at Northern 59-
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Associate sports editor 
DEKALB - Eastern took its four-game 
winning streak to DeKalb Thursday night 
with hopes of moving into a first-place tie 
with host N_orthern Illinois. 
The Huskies, however, held Eastern to 
30 percent field-goal shooting in the sec-
ond half and 31 percent shooting overall in 
Northern's 59-47 Mid-Continent Confer-
ence win in front of 4,140 fans at Chick 
Evans Fieldhouse. 
Senior forward Donnell Thomas scored 
a game-high 16 points, while center 
Andrew Wells pulled down 13 rebounds to 
set the tone for the league-leading 
Huskies. 
Eastern 's top three scorers - guards 
Gerald Jones, Steve Rowe and forward 
Barry Johnson - were held to a total of 32 
points on just l 0 of 39 shooting from the 
floor. 
"I don't think we could have played any 
harder than we did," Eastern head coach 
Rick Samuels said. "We were simply 
unable to get the ball in the hole. To say 
the least, this was a very physical ball 
game. The main difference there is that 
we're not very good at getting the ball 
inside; they are." 
Eastern, which dropped to 9-8 overall, 
5-3 in league play, stayed with the Huskies 
early, tying the game at 15-15 on a three-
point basket by junior forward Dave Olson 
with 9:52 left in the first half. 
But the Huskies finished the half by scor-
ing 12 of the last 18 points to take a six-
point, 27-21 lead into intermission. In the 
second half, Eastern cut that lead to 32-30 on 
a Johnson layup with 13:48 remaining. 
After a quick 7-foot hook from Thomas 
then put the Huskies up by four, junior for-
ward Rod McKinnis followed an offensive 
rebound for a basket to cut the lead to two 
again. The Panthers stayed close and were 
down 38-34 with 8:26 left in the game, but 
Northern went on a 12-3 run over the next 
4:22 to take its biggest lead at 50-36. 
"That stretch in the second half was the 
key," said Northern coach Jim Molinari, 
whose team raised its record 16-2 overall, 
7-1 in the Mid-Continent. "But that's the 
way we've been all year. Our defense is 
our identity." 
Northern Illinois shot 32 free throws 
compared to 14 by the Panthers, who lost 
for the first time in their last three confer-
ence road games. 
Eastern was outrebounded 36-29. 
Northern, who came into the contest 
ranked third in the nation in scoring 
defense at 55.6 points per game, held the 
Panthers to just 27.3 percent (th 
shooting from three-point range. 
Coming into the contest, Eas 
second in the nation in three-point 
age, hitting 45.2 percent of all at 
"We were just unable to score 
times," Samuels said. "Certai 
defense is good, and I think they 
out of your patterns. I'm sure o 
be fatigued and sore tomorrow. 
kind of basketball game." 
The Panthers, now two ga 
Northern and in third place beh" 
place Wisconsin-Green Bay, 
Chicago State Monday night for 
ference matchup, which marks 
four-game road trip for Eastern. 
Eastern plays four of its last 
Continent games at Lantz G 
Northern must play four of i 
league games on the road. 
Huskies' Tho 
rises to occasi 
in league mate 
By R.J. GERBER 
Sports editor 
DEKALB - Northern Illinois' Donnell 
tabbed as an All-American candidate at the 
the season. Thursday, in Northern 's 59-
Eastern, Thomas made the plays and came u 
high 16 points, seven rebounds and four cruc· 
The Huskies pounded the ball inside to 
pound senior, and he made the most of his o 
The "D-Train" hit on four of nine from 
converted eight of 11 free-throw attempts. 
coach Rick Samuels said that Thomas has 
throughout his career. 
"He's been a good player for three years," 
"He rises to the challenge. He's a senior t 
make the big play. Donnell can certainly do 
"You don't want somebody coming o 
floor and beating you. You have to have so 
the big play." 
KATHIE ROBERTSON/Staff photographer 
An unidentified player guards Gerald Jones (right) during a recent Eastern practice. 
Thomas, who was able to force Eastem's 
• Continued on page JJA 
Lady Panthers seek revenge against Sout 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Associate sports editor 
The last time the Lady Panthers 
met Southern Illinois, Eastern 
failed in an attempt to avoid its 
first 0-3 start in Gateway 
Conference history. 
On Friday, Eastern has its 
chance for revenge when Amy 
Rakers and Co. head into Char-
leston for a Gateway contest at 
7:35 p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
The Salukis, 13-4 overall, are 
tied with Southwest Missouri 
State at 8-1 in the league at the 
halfway point in the conference 
slate. Both are one game in front 
of 7-2 Illinois State. 
Eastern stands at 8-10 overall 
and is tied for sixth place in the 
Gateway at 3-6. 
In order to qualify for the 
Gateway Conference tournament 
at season's end, the Lady Panthers 
must move into fourth place, 
ahead of Bradley (6-3) and Drake 
(4-5). 
The contest will be the Lady 
Panthers' first in Lantz since Jan. 
19 against Indiana State. 
Since then, Eastern has earned 
two league wins at Northern Iowa 
and Drake before it lost to 11th-
ranked Western Kentucky Tues-
day night in Bowling Green, Ky. 
But the home court hasn't turned 
into an advantage for Eastern in 
league play thus far. 
Before this year, the Lady 
Panthers had won 22 of its last 27 
conference games at Lantz. 
This year, though, they are yet 
to claim a victory in four tries. 
Although the Lady Panthers 
have started the season slowly, 
coach Barbara Hilke said she 
thinks her players have just start-
ed to mend into the team she 
expected it to be. 
"I think the first half of the 
Gateway season has only started 
for us the last three games," Hilke 
said. "We played very hard - ·Ne 
outrebounded Western Kentucky. 
· We have put ourselves in a posi-
tion where we can make a run and 
we're playing very well together." 
Senior center Stacy Frierdich, 
who scored 12 points in the 
Gateway Standings 
SW Missouri State 
Southern Illinois 
Illinois State 
Bradley 
Drake 
Eastern 
Indiana State 
Western Illinois 
Northern Iowa 
Wichita State 
GCAC All 
8-1 15-3 
8-1 13-4 
7-2 12-6 
6-3 10-8 
4-5 7-13 
3-6 8-9 
3-6 8-10 
2-7 7-11 
2-7 5-13 
2-7 4-13 
teams' first meeting, leads the 
Panthers with 15.3 points and 8.2 
rebounds per game. 
The 6-foot scorer is joined in 
the frontcourt by 5-11 senior Bev 
Williams (12.9 ppg) and 6-foot 
junior Tracy Roller (13.7), who 
was named the Gateway player of 
the week. 
Sophomores Heather Young-
man and Sara Losenegger start at 
guard for Eastern, while fellow 
sophomores Karen McCaa and 
Michele Rogiers add help off the 
bench. 
Rakers is joined by Angie 
Rougeau, Alison Smith, Kelly 
Firth and Colleen Heimste in the 
Saluki starting lineup. 
Although Southern had an . 
impressive first half of the season, 
coach Cindy Scott said that her 
team is lacking some offensive 
scoring punch, but its defense has 
picked up the slack. 
"I think our team is probably 
doing what we expected," Scott 
said. "We wish we were a better 
offensive team. We're a very, very 
poor shooting team and we 
haven't seen much improvement 
in that department. We've been a 
pretty adequate defensive club." 
In fact, the Salukis are shooting 
45 percent from the field while 
holding their opponents to just 39 
percent. 
They make 34 percent of their 
three-point shots and 75 percent 
of their free throws. 
Eastern, on the other hand, 
averages 65 points a game on 42 
percent accuracy while its oppo-
nents put in 45 percent. 
The Lady Panthers have made 
32 percent of their shots beyond 
the arc and 72 
her club. 
"We ·won by 
much closer g 
Scott said. " 
even (SIU held 
time lead). I I 
very tough g 
pivotal game ti 
"I think S 
players and 
us. I think if 
ball decently ' 
Hilke sai 
If not, 
a national 
ent group 
ants to set 
'm straight. 
we ready for vol-
two? 
the eve of the six-
anniversary of 
s invasion of Kuwait 
some two weeks into 
ersian Gulf War, a 
group of authors 
poised to write a 
and hopefully 
ved version of that 
er in history, then 
ed by the Vietnam 
Some of the more pro-
lific of these young writers 
belong to Students 
Mobilized Against Saddam 
Hussein (SMASH), some-
thing of a national phe-
nomenon that evokes 
whimsical connotations of 
college coeds making a lot 
of noise but little progress. 
But that couldn't be fur-
ther from the truth, 
according to the national 
chair of SMASH as well as 
one of the organizers of 
Eastern's SMASH chapter. 
"We want to show our 
support at the student 
level, which is typically 
where anti-war feelings are 
the strongest," said 
SMASH National Chair 
An old Byrd learns 
to fly again with 
Back From Rio. 
Glen Morgan, a 20-year-
old sophomore at 
Columbia University in 
New York. 
Morgan and his cohorts 
at Columbia seem to have 
struck a chord with the 
media and about 3,000 
other member students in 
college and high school. 
At least that's what 
Morgan estimated the 
group has grown to. 
He lost track of the 
numbers once SMASH 
caught on and took off, 
not unlike a Desert Storm. 
Member colleges span 
the country from Florida to 
Alaska, including - as of 
about 10 days ago -
Eastern, the first Illinois 
school to join. 
That enthusiasm to par-
ticipate, displayed by 
Eastern junior John Ronna 
and others, may earn 
Eastern the position of 
chapter state representa-
tive, Morgan said. And 
that could be regardless of 
how many other schools, 
even those more well 
known than Eastern, do or 
do not join. 
To Ronna, such a title 
would be an honor. But he 
admits he wouldn't be 
upset if SMASH doesn't 
have time to interest more 
than the approximately 30 
students currently involved 
at Eastern. 
"Personally I wouldn't 
H&HG provides 
a new perspective 
on the Gulf. 
like to have any more 
SMASH meetings," the 
National Guard member 
Ronna said, instead hop-
ing for a quick and pain-
less end to the war. 
Like many colleges 
around the country, 
Eastern' s interest in 
SMASH only heightened 
after the war began. 
However, SMASH first 
formed before the conflict 
became a war, in 
November, Morgan said, 
with about 100 students 
who wanted to fight the 
"psychological demoraliz-
ing" of Americans that 
Hussein was engaging in. 
"What we figure is that 
• Continued on page SB 
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FRIDAY 
DBANDS 
E.L. Krackers 
1405 Fourth St. 
"3:59Club" 
Free food buffet 3:59-7 p.m. 
Cover $2 after 10 p.m. 
D.J. & Dancing 
Thirsty's 
508 E. Monroe 
D.J. & Dancing 
Cover $1 
BANDS 
My Place 
727 Seventh 
"Monty Dale" 
Country/Western Solo Guitarist 
Ted's 
102 N. Sixth St. 
"Stilleto" with special guest "Color Blind" 
9:30p.m. 
Cover $1 w/coupon until 10 p.m., 
$2 after 10 p.m. 
II SPECIAL EVENTS 
U.B. Movie 
"Ghost" 
8p.m. 
University Ballroom 
Admission $1 
SATURDAY . 
DBANDS 
E.L. Krackers 
1405 Fourth St. 
D .J. and Dancing 
Cover $2 
Thirsty's 
508 E. Monroe 
D .J. and dancing 
Cover $1 
BANDS 
Roe's 
410 Sixth St. 
"Shadoobee" 
9:30 p.m. 
Cover $2 
Ted's -
102 N Sixth St. 
"Ivory Grand" 
9:30p.m. 
Cover $1 w/coupon before 10 p .m. 
$2 after 10 p.m. · 
- compiled by Cathy Behrendt 
_ ..... 
DEAR READER 
This week, the Verge caters 
to the masses. That is, that 
select informed group who 
don 't consider this great Gulf 
gig to b.e some kind of action-
packed soap opera. Face it, 
guys. We could possibly be in 
"sun and sand" come March, 
but it won't be in South Padre 
and there won't be any scanti-
ly clad chicks roaming around. 
For your reading pleasure, 
our very own Cathy Podwojski 
spoke with Glen Morgan, a 
20-year-old sophomore from 
Columbia University in New 
York who is the national chair 
of Students Mobilized Against 
Saddam Hussein (SMASH). 
The organization has a branch 
. here at Eastern that is run by 
junior John Ronna. 
According to Cathy, the 
intentions of SMASH are sim-
ple: "They very emphatically 
deny being pro-war, but rather 
are pro-troops," Said Cathy. 
"They want the troops home 
quickly, but until that time 
they want to maintain a high 
morale among the troops 
overseas." 
Leaving the battlefield for a 
spell, staffer Matt Campbell 
roadtripped to Champaign to 
check out Franco Zefirelli' s 
production of Bill Shakes-
peare's "Hamlet," starring Mel 
Gibson. Not to put Mel down, 
but the sound of a "Lethal 
Shakespeare" doesn't fry my 
burger, but Matt says Mel pulls 
it off ... Well. 
Also , -a relatively new 
staffer known as Mr. Grzenia 
reviews Back From Rio , ther 
new album b'y Rog e r Mc; 
Guinn . Grzenia is known by 
"most as' Bavi:!, oofl1fs 'byline 
·, reads James . He sa9s this 
. moniker alteration is in fact a 
tribute to McGuinn, who went 
by Jim McGuinn until his 
career was in full swing with 
the Byrds ... Hmmm. 
Also reviewed: Sting's The 
Soul Cages, Tesla 's Five Man 
Acoustical Jam and "Henry: 
Portrait of a Serial Killer," a 
bloodbath recently released on 
video. 
Finally , Horseshoes and 
Hand Grenades have returned 
after being debriefed at the 
Pentagon . According to Pete 
and Dave , Wolf Blitzer sends 
his love . 
Word o' da week: Gump 
(guhmp): i.e . Saddam Hussein, 
Sting , David Lindquist (winner, 
Gump o ' the week , 1/ 28 -
2/ 2). 
STAFF 
Verge editor .. ... .... ... ... David Lindquist 
Associate editor ............ Tim Shellberg 
Photo editor ..... ... .. .... .. .. .. .. . Carl Walk 
Staff writers ... ...... .. ...... ... Pete Scales. I )2121ifilifil2121ifilifilllil212121BB• I Cathy Podwojski , James D. Grzenia 
NEXT WEEK 
Love Stinks. The anti-
Valentine's Day Verge 
Cathy Behrendt and Matt Campbell 
Copy desk. ..... ........... ... ..... .Scott Day 
Eileen Olson 
Dont' forget that important 
person this 
Valentine's Day. 
Send them a Daily Eastern 
News Valendne personal. 
15 Tans for 
10 Tans for 
4 Tans for 
Wolff Suntan 
W. Lincoln 348-8 
~County Compu 
Connections 
286 Laptop 
40 MB Hard Drive 
3.5 Floppy Drive 
1 MB Memory 
Carrying Case 
Battery 
ONLY $2150.00 
605 Monroe ·Uptown • 345·1 
One Week Only!! 
Authorized ·~YU N DA I De 
e.agliai's=P/zza· 
Large Thin Single It 
& Qt. of Coke 
For the Low Price 
$7. 
' Restaurant & Caterin 
WEEKEND BREAKFA 
SPECIAL 
2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 
order of Biscuits & Gravy · 
Bacon or Sausage 
Breakfast Served 
Saturday 7-11 :30 am 
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm. 
7th and Madison 
(one block North of the Squa 
345-7427 
Open 7 Days A Week 
caters to head, heart McGuinn returns 
arks 
D the 
f pop 
'ting chief of 
ed out some 
songs of the 
early '80s. 
ulk of these 
pie ("Do Do 
a") and catchy 
ing She Does 
ven the most 
erplayed songs 
lew contempo-
ck of Seagulls 
out of the water 
to Top 40 and 
power. 
Police's demise 
left the beaten 
behind and dis-
d on Matthew 
arching, which 
is 1987 opus 
e The Sun, con-
rs later on The 
. Although more 
ically, The Soul 
introspective as 
sor, and just as 
rk recording. 
does this album 
"Jeremiah Blues 
Sting and crew, 
again includes 
anu Katche (no 
I do miss Stewart 
where art thou, 
mmer in rock?), 
nny Kirkland and 
nford Marsalis, 
«WvruPY Ji'lZZ .. pla,t: 
llow through to a 
ax, and the fuzz-
mond organ-laden 
which seems to 
m Robert Plant's 
nows," is Sting's 
sive track to date. 
mpared to Noth-
Sou 1 Cages be-
interesting affair. 
album's opener, 
Souls," is a patriar-
nion to Nothing's 
rus Heart," which 
the fate of Sting's 
and Sou I's "Mad 
"deals with "Every 
u Take" -ish obses-
leans more toward 
's "Straight to my 
comparisons aside, 
I Cages stands well 
dy first single "All 
" no doubt sounds 
Simon track, yet it 
d-full of optimism, 
·~·.······ .. •.·.···  ..... ·.··.  •. •··· .•...... •· .. ····••· ..··> •. ·.·. 
··.- ,,' '' .. , .C:i;: <'. 
Let's make it Earth Day every day. 
Soul packaging cages the buyer 
and damages the environment 
As a songwriter and per- scribed this "Rubik's case" as 
former, Sting is extraordinary. being "bunk." 
But in some aspects, he's a In addition, my boss, Jeff 
gump. Madsen, couldn't figure this 
For proof, check out the thing out. Now, Jeff is one of 
disc case accompanying his the smartest people I know. 
new release, T_he Soul Cages And for him not to be able to 
and take a look how Sting has figure it out, something has 
stutk it in. the purchaser's ~'got to .be wrong. 
moon fhis"i:ime~ And besides, if Sting is try-
Instead of the traditional ing to be "environmentally 
"jewel box," Sting chose to conscious," wouldn't he stick 
be "environmentally con- with the plastic case? This 
scious" and go with a card- cardboard stuff amounts to a 
board cover that comes out bunch of cut trees! Save the 
four-fold and is a pain to re- rainforest, my ass, Gordon. 
fold (believe you me, it's However, when you wear 
hard to fold this thing the the case unraveled on your 
correct way after you've head, your shadow ends up 
been out for the night being looking like either a beagle 
a boozer). on its hind legs or the flying 
In a p'oll taken at my nun. 
apartment, three out of three 
of Timmy's homeboys de-
something uncharacteristic of 
solo Sting. 
And the album's powerful 
closer, "Where the Angels 
Fall," is Sting's version of 
Don Henley's "I Will Not Go 
Quietly." 
Although The Soul Cages 
doesn't feature an "Every 
Breath You Take" -sized sin-
gle, it is a well thought out 
album in every aspect, and is 
-T.S. 
probably the best recorded 
disc to date, as it was record-
ed Digitally with "Q-sound" 
(which succeeds where 
quadrophonic sound didn't). 
Providing music for both 
the head and the heart, Sting 
once again delivers enjoyable 
music that not only keeps 
your toes tapping, but makes 
you think. 
with more consistency 
By JAMES D. GRZNIA 
Attention all paper pretenders 
and imitators made of ash - this 
means you, R.E.M., Church, 
Smiths, Long Ryders and Tom 
Petty's of the world - though 
never in Rio, McGuinn is back. 
The McGuinn to whom I refer 
is the original innovator of the 
jingle-jangle so revered and' 
copied by the above-mentioned 
groups through the years. Once 
Jim, now Roger, McGuinn has 
made a comeback late in his 
fourth decade of life ironically 
made possible by his throngs of 
followers . 
As the Byrds' lead guitarist 
and chief vocalist on the Dylan 
songs, McGuinn along with his 
granny glasses became identified 
as the "big" Byrd. Indeed, after 
all the other founding members 
quit, McGuinn was left to lead an 
ever changing lineup and proved 
himself the soul of the band. 
Until the band finally split in 
1973, it was McGuinn who lent 
a stylistic unity to each turbulent 
incarnation of the group . 
In creating his latest release, 
Back From Rio, McGuinn 
employed some of the people 
closest to him as wife and song-
writing partner Camille and for-
mer Byrds Chris Hillman and 
David Crosby make contributions 
worth noting. 
Also lending a hand are artists 
presently at the top of their 
careers such as Dave Stewart, 
Elvis Costello, Jeff Lynne and 
Michael Penn, and every Heart-
breaker except bassist Howie 
Epstein is present. 
All of these musicians have 
listed the Byrds or McGuinn as 
an influence during the formative 
stages of their careers. They are 
now returning the favor. 
The album's first single, "King 
of the Hill," written by McGuinn 
and Tom Petty (a devoted 
McGuinn worshiper) is especially 
interesting. Aside from live per-
formances, this album marks the 
first studio teaming of master and 
mentor. It is a strong song and 
one of the album's high points. 
Lyrically the album is full of 
word play. This is to be expected 
from a man who is an admirer 
and friend of Bob Dylan. In addi-
tion, McGuinn was the one who 
always dealt with the heady 
issues in the Byrds, like his musi-
cal adaptation of Einstein's theo-
ry of relativity on the Byrd 's 
1966 album Fifth Dimension (5-
D). 
Vocally, McGuinn sounds 
strong and sure of himself. He 
also sounds older and wiser than 
the man who whimsically sang 
"Mr. Tamborine Man" so many 
Roger McGuinn 
years ago. However, the album 
really showcases McGuinn's intri-
cate finger picking that has 
become his trademark and object 
for adoration. When he indulges, 
his solos are beautifully terse; 
McGuinn wastes no notes. 
The one exception to the oth-
erwise clean sound is "Car 
Phone/' complete with a phone 
conversation tacked to its end. 
McGuinn half-humorously, half-
scornfully states "And if there's 
anyone in space/What they'll 
learn about the human race/Will 
be from listening to us/Talking 
on the car phone." 
This song continues themes 
developed by McGuinn during his 
Byrds days and serves as a com-
panion piece to songs like "Mr. 
Space Man," "C.T.A. 102" and 
"Space Odyssey." With "Car 
Phone," McGuinn proves that he 
has not lost his fascination with 
potential interstellar life or his 
fanatical interest in gadgets. 
This album 's edge over 
McGuinn's previous solo releases 
is its consistency. It is a good 
album; but when measured more 
strictly by his own standards and 
past work, Back From Rio is not 
brilliant. 
Now that McGuinn has a 
record deal with a major label for 
the first time since the early 80s, 
Arista hopefully will realize what 
they have and not drop him. 
la'sAcousticalJam a look at past, present 
y, unpredictable genre I like to 
um rock, it's often difficult to 
seemingly ubiquitous Warrants, 
and T rixters from bands that are 
hing more than a four-page 
Hit Parader magazine. 
one was willing to look closely 
two bands have recently exhib-
e refreshing lyrical integrity to 
with the obligatory tight pants 
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and long hair. One is Seattle's 
Queensryche, responsible for the con-
cept album of the 1980s, Operation: 
Mindcrime. The other being northern 
California's Tesla. 
Tesla, taking its name from the under-
rated inventor of the radio, raised favor-
able eyebrows with its first two albums, 
Mechanical Resonance and The Great 
Radio Controversy. Now, a la MTV's 
Unplugged, the band has released a col-
lection of their hits recorded during a live 
acoustic set that also featured a handful of 
nifty covers. . 
Five Man Acoustical Jam is an endear-
ing album. In addition to Tesla faves 
"Modern Day Cowboy" and "Love Song," 
Five Man includes inspired versions of the 
Rolling Stones' "Mother's Little Helper," 
the Beatles· "We Can Work It Out," 
Creedence Clearwater Revival's "Lodi," a 
snippet of the Grateful Dead's "Truckin"' 
and the album's first single, "Signs," origi-
nally recorded by the Five Man Electrical 
Band. 
In short, this collection serves as an 
appropriate token of gratitude for die-hard 
Tesla fans. Even if you're not a long-time 
Tesla follower, Five Man is enjoyable 
because it reflects the obviously good time 
the band had during its five-city acoustical 
tour. 
The weak points of the collection unfor-
tunately occur between the songs. Witty 
audience banter does not become Jeff 
Keith and Co. You know, on most live 
albums, extraneous tune-ins, tune-outs and 
"Hello (your city here)" are left on the mix-
ing-room floor. 
Don't buy this album because it offers 
every crude, unpolished second of a rock 
and roll show (albeit a unique one). 
Buy Five Man Acoustical Jam because 
it offers an intriguing snapshot of a young 
band that has transcended aluminum rock 
status. 
- David Lindquist 
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No holdS bard 
Gibson rises to occasion in Hamlet 
By MATI CAMPBELL 
For all the skeptics who 
thought Mel Gibson couldn't 
do Shakespeare, the new 
Franco Zefirelli film version 
of "Hamlet" has proven 
them wrong. 
Director Zefirelli' s pro-
duction of possibly the most 
famous of William Shake-
speare's plays, combined 
with Gibson's interpretation 
of the titular character, has 
created the most enthralling 
version of the play since Sir 
Laurence Olivier played the 
part in the 1948 film ver-
sion, which he also directed 
and produced. 
For his production of 
Hamlet, Zefirelli assembled 
an all-star cast with names 
like Glenn Close, Alan 
Bates, Ian Holm and Paul 
Scofield. For those who 
haven't read the play since 
high school or haven't read 
it at all, the plot concerns 
the death of the king of 
Denmark and his widow's 
sudden marriage to the 
dead king's brother. As the 
plot unfolds, Hamlet be-
comes aware that his father 
did not die of old age, but 
was murdered as he slept in 
his orchard, it seems, by his 
own brother. 
For those who have read 
the play and are familiar 
with the Elizabethan 
English, it is easy to follow 
All 
Cuts 
$10.50 
(Next to Jewel) 
61 OW. Lincoln 
Redken • Nexxus 
Paul Mitchell 
the movie. If not familiar 
with the play, the dialogue 
demands special attention. 
This is by no means a 
movie in which Mel Gibson 
plays a formula character. 
Anyone expecting a reprise 
of the persona presented in 
"Lethal Weapon" or "Air 
America" will be sorely dis-
appointed. 
Gibson has taken a radi-
cal departure from his usual 
roles, portraying a mourn-
ing, brooding Hamlet in a 
manner second only to 
Olivier's portrayal, which 
many critics have praised as 
unsurpassable. 
Gibson does justice to a 
role from which many 
actors shy away, and in the 
process makes himself a 
truly world-class actor. 
Zefirelli, who has produced 
and directed versions 
"Romeo and Juliet" and "The 
Taming of the Shrew," has 
created yet another magnifi-
cent film translation of a 
Shakespeare play. The cos-
tumes, set and on-location 
filming in the United King-
dom all factor in the simula-
tion of long-ago Denmark. 
. The interpretations of 
Gibson, Close, Bates and 
Scofield are all true to the 
original play, possibly as 
any production has been to 
date. 
The Shakespearian-
trained Bates does a fine 
GBTYOUK 
job of portraying Hamlet's 
deceitful uncle, and Close 
turns in a fine performance 
as the widow of the great 
king who marries her broth-
er-in-law before the corpse 
is two months old. 
While there are minor 
differences between the 
play and the movie, Zefirelli 
and co-screenwriter 
Christopher De Vore have 
managed to leave the play's 
original mood intact. 
The musical score is 
composed by Ennio 
Morricone, who is known 
for the soundtracks he 
penned for the Zefirelli 
Spaghetti Westerns, which 
included "The Good, The 
Bad, and The Ugly" and "A 
Fistful of Dollars," which 
both starred Clint East-
wood. This soundtrack, 
however, is nothing like 
those previous scores, and 
serves as an excellent com-
pliment to the Zefirelli pro-
duction. 
The whole· Zefirelli pro-
duction has the look and 
feel of a film destined to 
join his versions of "Romeo 
and Juliet" and "The 
Taming of the Shrew" as 
classics. 
The movie is currently 
playing in Champaign-
Urbana, and is well worth 
the drive; even if you're not 
a Shakespeare fan. 
/ 
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SPRING BREAK. WARM UP! 
At 
THE BODY SHO 
13 tans for $35 
15 tans for $40 
3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE 
TANNERS. 25 MINUTE SESSIONS. 
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS. 
1410 6th St. 
Rent the most horrifyin 
disturbing film ever ma 
By TIM SHELLBERG 
For the most part, the horror films 
released in the last 30 years have 
spent most of their time focusing on 
the assailants' victims. From Norman Bates to Michael M 
Jason Voorhees, we've mostly seen the tribulations of the 
not the assaulter. 
Enter "Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer," where for the 
we see the murderer on the murderer's level. For the entire 
see the assailant at more than face value, and it is this 
makes "Henry" the most horrifying and disturbing film eve 
Filmed in 1986, but released during the summer 
"Henry" was left unrated, but would receive an "NC-17 
released after the MPAA's most recent modification. This 
in the first three minutes of the film, during which five, 
five, victims to Henry's methods are offed - and that's 
beginning. Not a video for those with a weak stomach, a 
to even offend those who consider "Faces of Death" a co 
Henry, brilliantly played by Chicago actor Michael R 
tally kills without logical motive and often as if it was 
side of the gory scenes (of which there are a lot), we 
not entirely withdrawn from society - he drinks Old S 
job, dresses normal (somewhat) and can carry on a con 
However, we still see a killer. Henry knows what he's 
like an addiction, he doesn't stop. In fact, Henry kills 
sion - he can snap a neck like the average Joe ope 
Pepsi and makes dismembering limbs (in what might 
disgusting scene filmed since the "eating of the inna 
"Dawn of the Dead") look as simple as cutting Velveeta 
Maybe it's the intertwining of Henry the killer and 
public eye, and that his prey are simply slaughtered 
given a chance to develop as characters, that makes 
devastating. 
Yet Henry isn't alone. His. roommate Otis is a h 
promiscuous, incest-hungry dope dealer who is in on 
killings with Henry, and Otis' sister is the victim of 
desires. In addition, she has the hots for Henry. All t 
acters of "Henry" are demented in one way or ano 
drives Henry to kill more. 
Although the plot is secondary to the film's brut 
Portrait of a Serial Killer" is no doubt the most thoro 
fying excursion into the mind of the most mentally 
filmed. For horror buffs, it is not to be missed, but f 
"Henry" is a movie that will stick with you for a long · 
-.DOORS WILL-OP-M-·AT • 
3:59P.M. 
$ 2.50 PITCHERS (Natural 
75¢ COORS LT. 
OPEJV AT 3:59P.M. 
NO COVER 'TIL I 0 P.M. 
348-TANS 
Ill OLDTOWNE AM'S. 
Every Friday We Open 
at 3:59p.m. with Free F 
Pool Tables & Good 
Music. 
•• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •• 
: GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK : 
: A Large (16") : 
i Sausage Pizza i 
: $6.95 : 
I Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week J 
I offer expires 3/3/91 I 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 909 18th Street 
Charleston I 348-7515 
I 
I 
I 
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Mattoon 
234-6442 
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COMING SOON! 
CHINESE GOLDEN 
DRAGON ACROBATS 
AND MAGICIANS 
FEBRUARY 12 I 1991 
8:00 P.M. 
DVORAK HALL 
$1 EIU Stud ens w /ID 
$3 Public 
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to 1V experts, 
famous for hours 
to join the rhetoric, be 
pronouncing it correctly. 
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there.are. 
es at the 
Hilton 
unpaid talking heads. 
In the former group, the net-
works have a total of 13 military 
consultants, most of them retired 
generals (no one will say how 
much they're paid. The Los 
Angeles Times recently said one 
unidentified former general was 
rumored to be receiving $10,000 
a month for the duration of the 
war). 
The unpaid category includes 
an eclectic blend of former advis-
ers, past cabinet members, jour-
nalists, politicians and the former 
Prime Minister of Pakistan, 
Benazir Ali Bhutto. 
But the bottom line is that 
only one person knows the 
thoughts of Saddam Hussein. 
The only people who know 
whether the allied POWS have 
been tortured are not available 
for ABC's "Nightline" or other 
network shows. 
This lack of knowledge has 
not stopped television from talk-
ing ad nauseum. It has, however, 
generated a mountain of criticism 
that ranges from the tongue-in-
c h eek to charges that the 
experts' pronouncements are 
biased and one-sided. 
Rick Kogan of the Chicago 
Tribune wrote that 1V has shown 
enough retired military officers to 
staff a new cable network: "The 
Old Generals Channel." 
Jeff Cohen of the liberal, New 
York-based watchdog group 
Fairness & Accuracy in 
Reporting said: "lV has given us 
a steady parade of military ana-
lysts, but they're also giving us a 
steady stream of the more hawk-
ish ones. 
"Their coverage amounts 
more to propaganda than it does 
to unbiased news reporting," he 
said. 
To a network, all defended 
their use of military and civilian 
experts as a needed complement 
to sparse Pentagon reports. 
"They are military men. They 
know what they're talking 
about," said Suzanne Allen, the 
senior producer on CBS' war 
desk. 
'Tm curious as to what the 
alternative is," she said. 
"Throwing a bunch of stuff on 
the air that may or may not be 
important?" 
Since the Aug. 2 invasion of 
Kuwait by Iraq, CBS has hired. 
retired Gen. George Crist and 
Gen. Michael Dugan, who was 
fired in September for talking too 
much to reporters, specifically 
about U.S. contingency plans for 
war. 
When Dugan saw the allied 
POWs on videotape, he said, 
"'Gee, this is the way I looked 
when I bailed out over 
Vietnam,"' Allen said. "He 
explained how it is when 
you're going 600 mph and the 
canopy comes off and the oxy-
gen mask gets ripped off your 
face. We went on the air and 
said that." 
ABC and Ted Koppel went on 
the air with another expert, who 
said the videotape clearly showed 
the POWs had been beaten. 
Students nlobilize· against Saddanl 
• Continued from page lB 
Saddam Hussein is looking at the war in two 
fronts: His own backyard, which he's losing; 
and our front - America," Morgan said. 
As the group's name implies, the organi-
zation is predominantly college students, but 
a diverse group. "Some of us are active with 
the College Republicans, but some of us are 
outspoken liberals," he said. 
The College Republicans have proved to 
be the link that's connected SMASH with 
new schools, including Eastern. 
But while many groups such as the 
Republicans have worked well with Morgan 
and his cohorts' cause, others haven't been 
so receptive. "There are several groups that 
are rather violently peaceful," he said. 
Morgan's main contention with those 
groups developed directly from an interview 
with Hussein where the Iraqi leader praised 
the anti-war movements active throughout 
Europe and America. "If you look at the peo-
pie who agree with him, it will show their true 
light," he said. 
The group's purpose isn't just to clash with 
those who oppose them, though. Beyond 
solely vocal support for the troops, the group 
encourages and organizes blood drives and 
helps support a fund for American prisoners 
of war that was recently established. 
And speaking of money, the group uses 
quite a bit of that itself, Morgan said, but rais-
es funds through events, T-shirt sales and 
donations. "Money is always a problem," he 
said. "We just make the most of the student 
assets we have." 
But the price paid has gone beyond 
money, at least for Morgan. "There's a lot of 
hard work in this," he said. "My grades have 
suffered." 
It's worth it, though, at least until the war 
ends and SMASH has served its purpose. 
"By the name we're ·a very specific group. If 
he's (Hussein) gone, there won't be a need." 
That will be the day when Morgan will let 
a little bit of the college in him come forward 
- when they return home, he said the troops 
are in for a big bash, New York style. 
Until then, the rallies and work must go on 
both nationwide and even campuswide at 
Eastern. Morgan said rallies are planned for 
Sunday throughout the country, while Ronna 
said a campus flag-raising ceremony will be 
held at 10:30 a.m. Saturday on the South 
Quad. 
"I believe we have the moral and logical 
argument on our side," Morgan said. "Learn 
the arguments, learn the facts, do your own 
research and work together," he advised oth-
ers. 
"I believe America is a different place than 
it was 20 years ago," he said, looking 
through what may be the same muddied and 
often bloodied spectacles his counterparts of 
the sixties used. 
crushed the tomato the. oext _d_ay she 
allegedly pulled a tiny skull from the pulp 
and told the couple it was evidence of a 
curse on their family. 
GTON (AP) - The drumbeat 
y anti-war demonstrators in 
rk is getting under President 
YOU CAN PERUSE 
No wonder they 
drive so safely 
portedly told lawmakers last 
damned drums are keeping 
night," according to an account 
's New York Times. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
actually has subsided as the 
Police arrested 11 people in 
for making too much noise in 
II park across Pennsylvania 
the White House. 
can only make a certain amount 
before they are told to quiet 
id Major William Spruill, the 
spokesman. 
spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, 
d not heard Bush's complaint 
noise, but "I don't doubt that he 
said it." 
Another White House official con-
firmed that Bush had complained about 
the noise, which began even before the 
U.S.-led forces began bombing Iraq and 
Kuwait on Jan. 16. 
You say tomato, 
we say get a clue 
CHICAGO (AP) - It took the loss of 
$16,000 in savings to convince a subur-
ban Wonder Lake couple that tomato 
pulp is no more reliable than tea leaves as 
LITTLE CAESAR'S 
3 West Lincoln, Charleston 
345-4743 
-0-LAR_G_E_Tf WO-LA-RG_E_, 
PIZZAS PIZZAS 
cheese and 2 toppings with cheese and r topping 
a guide to life, police said this week. 
The couple, Maria and Cirilo Valadez, 
said they were having problems with their 
rebellious 13-year-old daughter last spring 
when they heard an advertisement for 
self-proclaimed psychic Dorothy Demetro 
on a Spanish-language radio station. 
Maria Valadez said they visited 
Demetro on Chicago's Southwest Side in 
May, and she told them to leave a tomato 
in their bed while they slept and bring it to 
her for analysis. 
When Demetro, 46, who uses the pro-
fessional name "Mrs. Wellington ," 
$13~'~' $999 "1'TUS'iaX ote still oi...o. ~c, :11>. Save 1 .96 
c.,e; ~L 
BRISTOL, R.I. (AP) - A Domino's 
Pizza manager was charged with using 
the business to deal marijuana to go. 
Police were tipped off by an informant 
and grew suspicious when they noticed 
people leaving the store without pizza, 
said Detective Lt. Terrence Mullen. 
Another detective was told "you could 
order a pizza and marijuana and they 
would put the marijuana inside the box 
along with the pizza," Mullen said. 
Police arrested store manager Arthur 
Singleton, 26, of East Providence last 
week and charged him with possessing 
marijuana with intent to deliver and dis-
tributing marijuana to a minor, Mullen 
said. 
Which includes 
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WC IA( CBS) .............. 3 MTV ...... .............. 18 WTBS .................... 30 
CNN .......................... 5 TNN .................... 19 C-SPAN ................. 32 
WAND(ABC) ............. 7 TWC ................... 20 A&E ....................... 33 
ESPN ........................ 8 AMC ................... 22 
USA ................ .... ...... 9 WCCU (FOX) ...... 24 PREMIUM 
WGN ....................... 10 WTHI (CBS) ........ 25 DISNEY .................. .4 
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Counterstrike 
Equalizer News 
Miami Vice Monsters 
Insider 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
All Creatures 
Blackadder 3rd 
Journal U ate 
Cardiology Married ... 
Int. Medicine Good Grief 
OB/Gyn. Update Comic Strip 
Prescribin Inf. 
Rich & Famous 
Columbo 
Thin s 
Chopper Wars 
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Wings 
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~~DAY, FEBRU 
EASTE·RN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY CELEBRATES 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
'A CELEBRATION OF H .ERITAGE ,, 
1-MARCH 1 
FEB. 23 
FEB. 27 
-
-
' - . 
BLACK HISTORY ART EXHIBIT 
Tarble Arts Center 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH RIBBON DAY 
EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT 
Booth Library Foyer 
SAM GILLIAM, VISITING AFRO-AMERICAN ARTIST, 
lecturing on his paintings 
2 p.m. - Tarble Arts Center 
PBS SERIES: THE CIVIL WAR 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.- University Union Video Lounge 
ZORA - A ONE WOMAN PLAY ABOUT THE LIFE 
of Zora Neale Hurston by Jacqueline Wade 
8 p.m.- University Union Rathskeller 
MOVIE: GLORY 
7 p.m. - Admission $1 
University Ballroom, Feb. 7 
Grand Ballroom, Feb. 8 
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, THETA ZETA CHAPTER 
20th Anniversary Celebration 
10 p.m. - 1 a.m .. Admission charged 
University Union Grand Ballroom 
MOVIE: MO' BETTER BLUES 
7 p.m. - Admission $1 
University Ballroom' Feb. 14 
Grand Ballroom. Feb. 15 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPH~ -SORORITY, ETA GAMMA CHAPTER 
Social Dance: 10 p.m. - 1 a.m. - Admission charged 
University Union Grand Ballroom 
GENEALOGY WORKSHOP: "TRACING YOUR FAMILY ROOTS" 
by Tony Burroughs - 7 p.m. University Union Rathskeller Balcony 
"CHICAGO: EXPERIMENT IN PUBLIC EDUCATION" 
by Thomas A. Murray 7 p.m. - University Union Effingham Room 
"PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE" CAREER SEMINAR 
by William E. Colvin, Lucille Holcomb, Andrea Moore 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m., Rathskeller Balcony 
For more Information call Minority Affairs Office 
32ND ANNUAL UNIVERSITY JAZZ FESTIVAL 
"A TRIBUTE TO GREAT INSPIRATIONS" 
5th Annual Parent's Appreciation Dinner 
5 p.m. - Price: $9.50 
University Union Rathskeller 
"EBONY: EXPRESSIONS OF CULTURE" 
15th Annual Miss Black EIU Pageant 
8 p.m. - Admission $6 &.. $4.50 
University Union Grand Ballroom 
"CRY FREEDOM: SOUTH AFRICA REVISITED" 
by Donald Woods 
8 p.m. - University Union Grand Ballroom 
Admission $ 1 students w /ID &.. $3 general public 
MARIO JOYNER, COMEDIAN 
8 p.m. - University Union Grand Ballroom 
Admission $. 75 
ission to all events free, unless otherwise indicated. Black History month is sponsored by University Board, 
rity Affairs Office, Black Student Union, National Pan-Hellenic Council, Tarble Arts Center and Unity Gospel Choir. 1111 UNIVERSITY ti.!?l:.!:!P.--. ...... .,""._._ 
ONTHEVERGEOFTHEWEEKEND7B 
I 
Back from two weeks of 
Pentagon debriefing, 
we've obtained a trans-
lated version of the 
Baghdad Tribune's 
Young Iraqi's Guide to 
the Gulf War. 
What is the United 
States like? 
Some parts are bumpy; 
some parts are flat. 
Places like Washington, 
D.C. are swirling cess 
pools of lies and deceit. 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
JAMES A. BAKER Ill 
YOUNG IRAQl'S GUIDE 
TO THE GULF WAR 
. ...... . ·· ··· .. 
.·-·· .. 
Who is George Bush? 
.,.-~-·-·------~ 
• ............ ··· 
George Bush is the Great 
Satan in the White 
House. A man of leisure, 
Bush married his mother 
and was once known ·•::-- ~'. ;:~., 
a~ound the world as a ,.::_~~ "?'.·~::~ 
wimp. Not any more. tf ;... · .. ·;;._:.< .:~;-' 
He thinks he's Hemingw¥y &r:·something, 
which could explain this whole "New 
World Order" business. This way he's 
guaranteed to have better memoirs than 
Ronald Reagan. 
To some Americans, 
Saddam Hussein and 
his kind are a pretty 
scary lot. What's even 
scarier is how closely 
his propaganda news-
papers mirror ours. 
What is a suburb? 
Suburbs are where 
Americans eat Cheese 
Whiz, get fat and can 
watch "Wheel of 
Fortune" on six different 
channels nightly. 
I VICE PRESIDENT 
J. DANFORTH 0UAYLE 
Why have they come to kill our brothers? 
Our Their 
or 
Bite it!" 
"borrowed": imperialistic: 
= ~~~~~~ And you thought 
Tariq Aziz was ugly. 
....__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 
This could happen if 
democracy reared 
its ugly head in Iraq. 
How are American kids 
coping with the war? 
Most ctiildren prepare for 
combat by playing some-
thing called Super Mario 
Brothers. During peacetime, 
the game is used as a 
Postal Service training 
device. 
Who's Uncle Sam 
pointing at? 
Millions of American male 
college students trembling 
in their shoes over the 
prospect of a really hot 
Spring Break. 
We're not sure, but 
Americans are fond of the 
phrase,"Praise the Lord, 
and pass the ammunition." 
MISERY 
JAMES CAAN 
KATHY BATES ~ 
FRVSAT NITE 7:00 AND 9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
SUN. TO THURS. NITE 7:00 
ll()ME. IPGl FRl/SATNITE4:45,7. ~. T ~N SAT/SUN MATINEE 
esuNTOTHURSNITE4:45 
STARTS TONITE! 
MERMAIDS 
CHEA 
BOB HOSKINS 
WINONA RYDER 
- ~ edward . 
5Cl5)0RH 
MANAGEMENT GROUP 
1509 S. Second St. 
*FALL LEASING NOW* 
~tep into the '91 job Market .. 
~ Join us at: ~ 
• Deluxe .3-Bedroom Apts. 
• Great Location 
• Spacious Floor Plan 
Royal Heights Apartments 
These apartments lease fast! 
Don't delay; call quickly! 
348-5312 or 1-356-8888 
Spring Recruitment 
Tuesday, February 5, 1991 
9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
This Weekend At: Grand Ballroom (University U 
THIRSTY'S 
SUPER DRAFTS 
SUPER MIXERS 
RUM & COKE-SLOE GIN FIZZ-TOM COLLINS 
BLUE TAIL FLY-WHISKEY SOUR-AMARETTO SOUR 
LITE-BUD-BUD LIGHT 
QUARTS-$2.25 
Over 90 employers are searching for-
May & August Graduates interested in permanent 
Students seeking Summer and/ or Fall Interns 
All majors are encouraged to participa 
*Resumes & Professional Attire Are Req 
Any questions, please contact: 
ALWAYS FUN AT THIRSTY'S 
Career Planning & Placement Center - SSB -
Eastern Illinois University 
SB ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND 
